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Just A Word . . . .

It is with genuine pleasure that we present this second volume of feature card effects from Ted Annemann's files. With its companion volume, "Annemann's Full Deck of 52 Impromptu Card Tricks," it makes available for ready reference a wealth of headline material to be cherished by every magician. Each and every trick was selected personally by Ted Annemann for its striking effect, its stunning climax, or for some other unique feature that spelled ENTERTAINMENT. For this reason, and this alone, you will find in the one hundred and ten tricks in these two books a collection of card magic that is unsurpassed in entertainment value. Truly, this is magic as your audience like it!

The present volume is not restricted to impromptu tricks alone, although one-third are in that category, but it brings to you many of the more brilliant feats whose successful presentation depend upon the magician's unsuspected allies . . . shorts, double faced, stranger, duplicates and otherwise easily made and ingeniously faked cards. These, interwoven with Annemann subtleties and misdirection, provide the means for creating miracles otherwise unobtainable. Regardless of whether you are seeking card tricks for close-up or stage presentation, you'll find a full array here. And included for good measure are two complete routines, conceived and used by Ted Annemann, which alone are worth many times the price of this entire volume.

MAX HOLDEN
JOHN J. CRIMMINS, JR.
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“It’s a fact that if you want to be a professional success, or amateur personality, you’ve got to make people say, ‘That’s Joe Doakes, he’s a great entertainer!’—not, ‘I know a magician; his name is Doakes.’ And if you think I’m kidding, read up on the life of Houdini, and Barnum.”

Gabbatha!

THEO. ANNEMANN
Two cards are chosen from any deck by two spectators. After noting them, the cards are returned to the deck and the latter given a good shuffle during which the two cards are brought to the top of the deck. I use the Hindu Shuffle for this which does away with the need for a pass or a shift. It is necessary, however, for you to know which spectator selected the top card for this will be the first one revealed.

The deck is now given a dovetail shuffle and one card is allowed to drop in between the two top cards, separating them. At this point you say that if you were an expert manipulator you would have a chosen card on the top of the pack. As you say this you are holding the deck face down in the left hand, so you proceed to double lift the two top cards and show the face of the second, or indifferent card. This is the usual method in which the two cards are turned over as one and left face up on top of the deck. After both spectators agree the card showing on top is not theirs, you turn over your left hand and show them the bottom card of the deck with the same negative results.

The face-up pack at this point is protruding out of the thumb side of your left fist, so to speak, and the right fingers go below the deck and visibly slip out the card which is now on the bottom, actually the top reversed card. This is now turned over so that it is face up, and then returned to the bottom (top) of the deck. This card, of course, is the one that was first shown, via the double lift, and which had been left face up on top of the deck. However, the action just described apparently rights the deck for, when the latter is now turned over so as to be face down, everything seems to be in order. You have shown both the top and bottom cards of the deck apparently, but you end up with one of the chosen cards reversed second from the top. The other chosen card is third from the top, as matters now stand, but we will forget this one for the time being.

You now explain that you will attempt to find one of the chosen cards, not by sleight-of-hand, but by a “Whistle.” You mention that you have a different way of whistling for each of the 52 cards in the deck. As you say this, cut the deck several times by bringing up small bunches of cards from the bottom to the top, which action moves the reversed card to about the center of the deck. Then ask the person who selected this card to name it. When he does so, you think for a moment
and then give any peculiar whistle you can. Now spread the deck on
the table, or floor, and his card is found face up in the middle of the
spread.

Continue right along by saying that many people do not believe
in the whistle theory and that they are right to a certain extent, for
most of the invisible force actually comes from the spectator who originally
touched the card. As you patter along on this angle, pick up the deck
by scooping the spread from left to right until you reach the face up
card. This packet, including the face up card, is picked up with the left
hand, transferred to the right hand which drops it on the right hand end
of the spread. The left hand continues scooping up the spread, from the
point where the reversed card was, and closes up and squares the deck.
The action as described leaves the reversed card on top of the squared up
deck, which otherwise is all face down. As you go through with this
maneuver, you say, “When a person touches a card he makes it feel
different from the others. The card in question takes on a personality
of its own, and tries to become an outstanding individualist in its own
world of 52 cards. And the one way it can be different from the others
is to turn over and become face up while the rest are face down.”

As you finish with this explanation, you are holding the pack in
your left hand. The right hand now apparently picks up the top, face up
card, and inserts it in the deck facing the same way as all the other
cards. Actually, however, what you do is not quite so innocent. A double
lift is made and the two top cards, (the second one of which is the other
selected card,) are picked up with the right hand as one card. The right
hand holds them as such, and

the second person’s card, which was under the card pushed into the
deck, is now reversed in the pack. In short, you have very openly replaced
the first card and at the same time have maneuvered the second card
into position for its revelation.

Ask for the name of the second card chosen, turn the deck face
down, and ribbon spread it across the table top. The second chosen card
now appears face up in the center of the spread, and your trick is
finished!

The subtlety of the effect lies in the fact that you are always one
jump ahead of the spectators, and each of the reverses is finished before
the audience expect it. Then, too, the fact that you repeat the trick
with the second person’s card makes the trick the stunner that it is,
for everyone has seen all the cards face down on the first spread and,
so far as anyone can ascertain, no tricky moves come into play, Lastly,
you do not have to keep track of the second person’s card. The first
reversed one does that for you!

THE MYSTIC TWELVE

AUDLEY WALSH

The late Nate Leipsig claimed that this effect was one of the most
puzzling of all impromptu feats with cards. It is extremely simple once
you know it, but magicians will wrack their brains in an effort to figure
it out by complicated stacks and mathematics.

A spectator shuffles the deck and removes any twelve cards. These
twelve he shuffles again and, while your back is turned, puts any number
of them into his pocket. He again shuffles the remaining cards of the
packet, notes the face card, then squares up the bunch and places it on
top of the deck. He now picks up the deck and deals from the top two
rows of six cards, face down on the table. Ask him to touch any one
of the cards on the table. The rest are picked up. The spectator now
turns over the card he touched and, as soon as you see it, you not only
announce how many cards the spectator has in his pocket, but also
name the card he looked at.

The beauty of the trick lies in the fact that the turned card really
tells nothing. After the spectator has taken out 12 cards, you pick up
the remainder of the deck and, while he shuffles the packet he holds,
you nail nick the top card at about the center of each end. Lay the
deck on the table as you explain what you want the spectator to do,
and then turn your back as he places any number of the twelve cards
he holds in his pocket.

Next, following your instructions, he shuffles the remainder of his
packet, looks at the bottom card, replaces them on top of the deck, and
then deals out two face down rows of six cards each. As he starts to do this, you turn around and watch for the nicked card to be dealt. Mentally counting this card as one and then adding the number of cards that are laid out following it until 12 have been dealt on the table, gives you the number of cards the spectator has pocketed. For instance, if the nicked card is dealt third, there will be nine more following it . . . thus the number of cards he has in his pocket is 10. Furthermore, because of the manner in which the cards are laid out, from left to right, on the table, the selected card will always precede (be to the left of) the nicked card. Thus, when the spectator is asked to touch any card, you have accomplished a miracle if he should happen to place his finger on the back of the card preceding the nicked one. Just ask him to hold his finger on it while you gather up the remaining cards. Now announce the number of cards he has in his pocket, ask him to name his selected card, and then tell him that's the card he has his finger on. He turns is over, and it's correct!

If, on the other hand, he touches some other card, then gather up the remaining ones in such a manner that the selected card is the bottom one of the packet. Glimpse this card, without letting anyone else see it. Now ask him to turn the card he touched face up and pretend to divine from it the number he has in his pocket as well as the name of his selected card.

**CARD OF THE GODS**

DAI VERNON

Any deck is well shuffled by a spectator who then cuts off about a third of the cards. He is asked to look them over and finally settle his mind upon any one card in the packet he is holding.

You now take the packet, fan it, and appear to be trying to locate the thought-of card. Actually you look for two spot cards of like value, preferably from 6 to 10. These are kept together and are moved about in the fan, which is held face towards you, so that the second of the two cards will occupy its own number from the top of the packet. Thus, if you use two "nines," one should be placed eighth and the other ninth from the top; if two "eights," one should be seventh and the other eighth.

Professing failure in your search, you say that you'll deal the cards into a face up pile, and ask the spectator to watch for his chosen card and note its position in the pile. The spectator thus watches for his
card to remember the number it will fall at, while you take the opportunity of noting the total number of cards in the pile.

You now replace the packet of cards just counted face down on top of the deck, and proceed to shuffle the entire deck in the following manner. It is extremely simple and there is little to forget. Undercut about half of the pack, slip one card, in jogging it, and shuffle off the rest. Cut under the jogged card, shuffle run the number of cards you stacked, in jogging the last, and throw the rest on top. Square the deck somewhat and cut below the jogged card, placing the two piles thus cut onto the table. Remember which packet represents the top half of the cut, and which packet represents the bottom of the cut.

Now tell the spectator that strange as it seems, and impossible as it sounds, you are sure he has the intuition necessary to locate his own chosen card. Tell him to pick up one of the two piles, warning him that unless he picks the correct one the test must fail. However, you insist that you are certain he'll choose the correct heap.

You are perfectly safe regardless of which heap he selects. If he indicates the pile representing the top half of the cut, you merely turn it face up revealing one of your stacked pair as the bottom card. If he picks the other heap, you turn over its top card only which is the other one the set pair. Saying that the card thus revealed will find his thought-of-card, you ask him what number his card occupied in the original pile. It may have been seventh, tenth, fifteenth, etc.

Using this number and the value of the card showing, you subtract the smaller number from the larger, count to the resulting figure in one of the piles, and the card at the number proves to be the one of which he is thinking.

The designation of the pile in which the counting is done is arrived at in the following way. If the number given by the spectator is less than the value of the card turned up—the counting is done in the pile representing the lower half of the cut. If the number given by the spectator is higher than the value of the card turned up—then the counting is done in the pile representing the top half of the cut.

Telling the spectator that he will always be correct in his pile selection is important, and has much to do with the impressiveness of the feat. The turned up card either finds the thought-of-card in the opposite pile, or in its own, and this is logical in each case. If in the top pile (which has been turned over completely and face up) the packet is turned face down for the counting. If in the bottom pile (the top card of which is the only one turned face up) the top card is turned face down again before the counting is done.
THE DIVINING PASTEBOARD

S. LEO HOROWITZ

The deck is shuffled and fanned for the spectator to select any four cards from any position in the fan. The spectator thinks of one of these four cards, whereupon they are all well mixed with their faces down so that no one can possibly know the location of the mentally chosen card. The four cards are now returned to the fanned deck and the latter is squared up.

The performer now puts the deck behind his back, saying that he'll attempt to find the thought-of-card through the use of another card which he calls a “diviner”. His right hand brings forward a card which the audience remembers as a “three” spot. Replacing the “three” behind his back, the performer turns it over and inserts it in the pack in a reversed position so that it is face up while the remainder of the deck is face down. The deck is now brought forward and spread face down across the table top. A three spot is seen to be reversed near the center of the spread. Saying that the spectator’s thought-of-card has been found, the performer has it named aloud and proceeds to prove his assertion!

This location is very subtly arranged to leave little or nothing for the spectators to catch. The preparation consists of turning any five cards face up on top of the deck. These are now covered with a face down three spot, and the six cards are crimped at the inner end so that they may be lifted together when necessary.

Begin by giving the deck a dovetail shuffle, keeping the top stock of six cards in place without revealing that some of them are reversed. Now fan the deck below these top six cards, and have a spectator make a free selection of any four cards. Still holding the fanned deck face down in your left hand, you take back the four selected cards with your right hand, fan them and show them, and ask your assistant to make a mental selection of any one of them. While he does so, you make a mental note of the order of the four cards from the back to the face of the fan. It is only necessary to remember their values, such as 9-5-7-2. You close up the fan of four cards, and place them, as a group, face up on top of the deck.

The right hand now squares up the deck and apparently turns the four top cards face down on the deck. Actually, however, ALL the crimped cards are turned over with them at one and the same time. Thus the five reversed cards originally occupying the second to sixth position from the top of the deck are now face down on top of the deck,
and are separated from the four selected cards by the “three” spot card which formerly was the top card of the deck.

Without further ado, you say that perhaps the four selected cards should be mixed up a bit, so you nonchalantly deal the four top cards off the deck onto the table. Ask the spectator to place his hands on the cards and mix them around, face down, until even he has no idea which is his mentally chosen card. You now fan the deck once more, with the exception of the six top cards, and have the spectator pick up the tabled cards one at a time and push them, still face down, into different parts of the fan. Thus, to all appearances, you have had four freely selected cards returned to different parts of the deck, and one of these four is being thought-of by the spectator.

You now place the deck behind your back, and shift the top card to the bottom of the pack. The card now on top is the face up three spot. Pick this off, turn it face down, and bring it in front of you with your right hand. Show it saying you will use it as your “diviner” card, and that you intend to push it face up somewhere into the deck behind your back. Pretend to do so, but actually just place it face up on top of the deck, give the deck one complete cut and square up the cards. Now bring the deck forward and ribbon spread it, from left to right, across the top of the table. The face up three spot will show up at about the center of the deck, and at this point you ask the spectator to name his mentally selected card.

As soon as he names his card, you, having memorized the order of the four selected cards, know immediately the position it occupies to the left of the face up three spot. (The four selected cards having retained their original position below the reversed three spot during the cut.) We will call the A, B, C and D.

If A is named, you simply show that the three spot has found it, as it is the first card to the left of the “diviner” card.

If B is named, you say that the three spot has located it. So saying you count to it, starting your count on the face up three spot and calling this “one,” the next card “two,” and the next (chosen) card as “three.” Turn it up and show it.

If C is named, say that the face up three spot has located it. Push the three forward out of the spread, and begin your count with the next card and count down to the third card—the chosen one.

If D is named, do the same thing, counting off three cards below the reversed one, and turn up the next one — the chosen card.

Thus, you have a perfectly natural “out” in each case.
TWO CARDS IN FEAR

DR. JACOB DALEY

This is a double location with the cards found in different spots. It has always seemed to me a bit incongruous for a knife to be thrust into a pack only to find the two selected cards on either side of it. With two cards chosen and shuffled back into the deck it is quite a little miracle just to have them come together.

In this version of the stabbing trick, two knives are used and two spectators assist. The only requisites outside of an ordinary deck of cards are the two knives. These should be of the artistic type with different colored or shaped handles. Paper knives offer a wide choice. A sheet of newspaper about the size of a quarter sheet of a tabloid is at hand.

Two spectators step forward to assist in the feat. One stands on your right and other on your left. We shall call the left one — No. 1, and the right one — No. 2. The latter returns his card first and it is brought to the top, then another card is added on top of it during a riffle shuffle. The deck is then undercut for the return of No. 1's card (onto the top of the deck), the lower half is dropped on top, and a pass made which brings the two chosen cards, with an odd one between them, to the top. A Hindu shuffle may also be used instead of the pass. As matters stand now, the No. 2 card is third from the top, the No. 1 card is on top, and an odd card is between them.

The deck is now sprung lustily from hand to hand which serves to give it a downward crimp. Then, in straightening, only the upper two-thirds is sprung upwards. Finish this action by cutting the deck which buries the chosen cards about twenty from the top, and below the bridge which has thus been made. The deck must be so crimped that pressure at the ends will cause the cards to bridge at this one-third position from the top. See illustration. You may hide this bridge by pressure of the right index finger on the center of the top of the deck while it is held between the fingers and thumb at the ends.

Take the piece of newspaper and wrap up the deck. Give spectator No. 1 a knife. Hold the deck by the ends with your right hand and
request him to plunge the knife through the side of the deck. As he is ready to do so, you put pressure on the ends, the deck inside the paper gapes at the bridge, and the spectator can't miss.

Transfer the deck and knife to the left hand, holding the deck this time by the sides from above. The No. 2 spectator now pushes his knife through from end to end, and as the first blade is but a third from the top there will be no difficulty in having the second knife penetrate below the first one.

The two knives form a cross, each being through the deck at right angles to the other. See illustration. The stabbed deck can be held freely to show the situation. Then the paper is torn completely away. The deck and the knives are held face down in the left hand, handles to the left and rear. The blade crossing from left to right through the sides lies between the second and third fingers.

The No. 1 assistant names his card. The right hand grasps the blade of the side knife and, with the thumb holding the cards above it against the blade, the packet is turned over towards your body as you say that the chosen card never is above the knife, but always below it. With the little finger of the right hand flip over the top card of the lower half of the deck to show it as the first chosen one. If this is not natural for you, simply ask the spectator to remove it and show it.

The knife and packet in the right hand are laid aside. The remainder of the packet is left in the left hand with the No. 2 knife running through it from end to end. The other chosen card is second from the top in this packet.

As the No. 2 spectator is asked for the name of his card, the right hand covers the deck with the fingers at the outer end and the thumb at the inner end. The blade of the knife is between the second and third fingers. The left little finger is inserted under the top card (the odd card) and firmly against the back of the second card. As the card is named, the knife and top half of the deck is removed by hinge motion
to the right to show once again that the card is not above the knife. This action covers a slip pass of the second from top card onto the top of the lower half. As you finish talking with “always below,” the card is flipped over as previously described, or the hand is extended for the spectator to remove his card and show it.

I want to emphasize the “second card from the top slip pass.” Slipping the top card to the center, or to the top of the lower cut, has long been a standard sleight, generally used as a force, or stop location. One had to watch his angles, though, for people on the performer’s right always get a flash of the top card leaving if they aren’t misdirected. By slipping the second card, nothing can be seen to move from any angle — the hinge movement of the right hand plus a slight turn over to the right, while the left forefinger is extended and points at the bottom card of the right hand packet, gives you more than ample cover for slipping the card. A few trials with your right side to a mirror will show how utterly deceptive this is. Those who still would like to keep to the old method merely have to bring the cards to the top of the deck without having an odd card between them. But once tried, I know this new topslip angle will be a favorite.

**THE TWENTY CARD TRICK**

WALTER GIBSON

This effect is one of high professional calibre; a sort of super-memory demonstration that has a tremendous effect upon any audience. Mr. Gibson based this routine on a trick featured years ago by a Professor Agostin. The presentation which follows is probably as smooth a one as it is possible to do.

Twenty cards are selected. They are gathered together on the pack one at a time, as you give each person a number upon receiving back his card. The numbers are given in rotation, from 1 to 20, and you ask each person to remember both his number and his card. After all the cards are collected, the deck is given a dovetail shuffle or two, and you place it in your pocket. Borrowing a handkerchief, or using your own you securely blindfold yourself. Now you call out numbers at random, and as each person hears his number he responds with the name of his card. The cards named are immediately produced in order from your pocket. No numbers are repeated, and none are missed.

Speed adds to the effectiveness of this trick, so have the cards selected as fast as possible as you pass up one aisle and down the next. Also make it obvious that each receives a free selection, which should not be hard to do as no forces are employed.
In gathering the cards on top of the deck one at a time, secretly bend up the corner of the eleventh card. Then when all are collected, lift off the ten cards above the crimped one and shift them to the bottom of the deck. Thus the eleventh card is on top when the deck is put in your pocket. A dovetail shuffle or so which does not disturb the top and bottom ten, or a false mixing of any kind, helps the effect at this point.

Now the blindfold is put on and the effect gotten under way, keeping the tempo speeded up as much as possible. As you become acquainted with the routine you will be surprised how fast you can really work it.

The method is not difficult, and is practically automatic. You need only follow a certain set routine in drawing out the cards combined with a memorized order, which you call out, of the numbers from 1 to 20.

Draw out the cards in this order:
- Top card, second from the bottom, third from the top.
- Bottom card, second from top, third from the bottom.
- Top card, second from the bottom, third from the top.
- Bottom card, second from the top, third from the bottom.
- Top card, second from the bottom.
- Top card, second from the bottom.
- Top card, bottom card.
- Top card, second from the bottom.
- Top card, bottom card.

As you reach for the cards, call out these numbers:
10-12-7; 11-8-15; 9-14-4; 13-5-18; 6-17; 3-19; 2-20; 1-16.

As you call the numbers, the spectators name their cards, and you withdraw them from your pocket, show each, and drop them onto the floor one after the other.

When you reach the last two cards, stop and say that but only a few can be left. Ask the holders of these cards to stand and call out the names of their cards. They do, and you immediately bring forth the last two cards together. As the cards occupy the top and bottom positions, this is a simple matter. Just press on one card with your thumb while your fingers press on the other, and pull the two cards free of the deck. Now bring them forth, get them below your range of vision (you can see down both sides of your nose, of course, in spite of the blindfold) and make a note of the face card of the pair. Transfer this card to your opposite hand, and then repeat its name saying, "That was number 1." Then show the other saying, "And the —— of —— was number 16." Remove the blindfold and, as the applause sets in, remove the remainder of the deck from your pocket and let it dribble to the
floor. If you are going to pick up the 20 you already have dropped, you might as well pick up 52, and this finish is nice showmanship.

One last suggestion. Once you have become proficient and sure of yourself, you'll have many occasions when, during the selection, you'll get glimpses of the cards being taken. Remember two or three of them together with their numbers. Then, during the production process, say, of a sudden, “Who took the --- of ---? Call your number, please.” And you have it. It’s a cute variation.

Please avoid any and all “hooey” as a buildup. Simply make it a card problem of 20 cards being chosen and found. Make it more or less of a card trick to end all card tricks. In short, make it the card trick. It’s an excellent effect if you are doing but one card trick in your act. Don’t try to half it and use but 10 cards. It’s the magnitude of the thing that counts, plus speed.

Editor's note:—One magician who has been featuring this trick for some time, has found that the production of the last two from among a shower of cards makes a striking finale. This, of course, is the old trick wherein you toss the deck in the air, reach into the resulting shower of cards, and end up with the selected cards adhering to your forefinger and thumb.

MATHEMATICAL BLACK JACKS
HENRY CHRIST

The method employed in this purely automatic trick is beautifully camouflaged and will confound those who try to duplicate it. For this reason it is an excellent impromptu table effect.

You borrow a deck of cards and tell a tale of the two black Jacks: “Back in the dim past these two cards were designed with a mathematical quality. The Jack of Spades holds an hour glass in his left hand, while the Jack of Clubs holds an object then used as a measuring stick. Thus, because these two Jacks signified the measurement of time and tides, they have mathematical properties possessed by no other cards even though the designs may have changed to some extent during the centuries.” (Most cards, especially Bicycle and Fox Lake, can be shown to have these same characteristics even today). Incidentally, this theme material was contained in Zovello’s “Mystery of Playing Cards,” a valuable booklet for any person interested in playing cards.

Two black Jacks have been removed from the pack and shown during your discourse. Now they are put back and apparently lost during a shuffle. Actually, however, you bring them both to the top of the pack.
The Hindu Shuffle is excellent for this, providing you have the two cards inserted by one of the spectators.

You now cut the pack into face down piles, slip-cutting "one of the two Jacks onto the top of the lower half. (See Annemann's "A Card In Hand" in this book, which describes this sleight.) Thus the cards appear as in Figure 1, a Jack on top of each heap, although the spectators are unaware of this.

"The probability of finding one Jack," you say, "is 25 to 1." So you ask a spectator to mention any number between 1 and 10. We shall assume that 7 is chosen. With both hands, deal a card face down from each pile into a separate pile to the outside of the original packets. See Figure 2. The cards are dealt simultaneously. When the 7th card in each packet is reached, they are both turned over to show that neither is a black Jack. These two cards are replaced upon the outside heaps, and then the outside heaps are picked up and returned to the tops of their original piles. See Figure 3.

A second person is now asked to name a number between 10 and 20. Once more the cards are dealt singly and simultaneously to the sides. Let us say 12 was the figure called. When the 12th cards are reached, they are turned and again everyone sees that no black Jack has been discovered. See Figure 4. However, this time, after showing the cards, they are replaced on the inner piles from where they were picked up, and the outside heaps and now picked up and placed back on top of their respective piles. This simple change in procedure is never noticed when the effect is first presented before anyone, yet it is the key to the effect working for you, while not working for others although they may know or surmise the principle in general.

So far two people have tried to locate the Jacks but have failed. You now say that the black Jacks, having been mathematically endowed, take every opportunity to display their prowess. You suggest that the difference between the two selected numbers be computed. In this case 7 and 12, the difference being 5.

For the last time the cards are dealt off into their side heaps. On the 5th count, the two cards arrived at are tossed face up in front of all the piles. They are the black Jacks who have found themselves! (Figures 5 and 6 show these final moves.)
THREE PREDICTIONS

G. W. HUNTER

Holding a pack in your hands, you note the bottom card, and then request a spectator to deal three cards from the top of the pack onto the table about three inches apart. You do this yourself by way of illustration. Now gather up the three cards and shuffle the pack, bringing the bottom card, which you previously noted — we'll call it the Six of Clubs — to a position second from the top. Hand the deck to the spectator volunteering to assist, and request him to deal the three top cards in the manner you have shown.

When he has done so you remark, “I will now turn my back, and I want you to augment these three cards with as many more as you please. In other words, I want you to make three heaps of equal number, not less than four in each heap, but as many more as you like. When you have done so, I will, with my back towards you and without asking a single question, reduce the total number of cards to any small number you may suggest. And, furthermore, I will ask you to put any small number of cards in your pocket, and I shall tell you how many you put there. I will now turn my back, and please deal the cards softly, so that it will be impossible for me to know the number of cards you have on the table. When you have done so, kindly tell me.” (Turn your back.)

When your instructions have thus far been carried out, remark, “You have a number of cards on the table, and it is, you will admit, utterly impossible for me to know how many there are. Tell me to what small number you would like me to reduce them.”

We will suppose you are requested to reduce them to two. Proceed with your instructions, as follows: “Take three cards from each of the outside heaps and place them on the middle heap. Thank you. Now count the number of cards in one of the outside heaps, and take that number of cards from the middle heap and put them back on top of the pack.”

When this has been done request him to replace the two outside heaps on the pack also. Then remark, “You have now but one heap of cards on the table. I don't know how many cards there are. (But, of course, you do know, for when the above instructions are carried out it always leaves nine cards in the remaining heap, no matter what number of cards above 4 there may have been at the commencement. This is the secret of the trick.) I want you to put the top half of those remaining cards in your pocket. If there happens to be an odd number, please put the larger half from the top into your pocket.”
Carrying out your instructions, he place five cards in his pocket. You continue, "You requested me to reduce the number of cards on the table to two, so please take two more cards from the heap on the table and place them into the pack. Thank you. I have now fulfilled my predictions. You have two cards on the table and five cards in your pocket. I think you will admit that I'm correct. I will make one more prediction. Take the top card of the two on the table and put it back into the pack. Thank you. There is but one card on the table now, and I can visualize only the Six of Clubs. Please look at it."

Note: It matters not what number you are asked to work with. It is in your own hands when you have gotten the one heap of nine. For instance, if you were asked to reduce the number of cards to four, the thing is done when you have requested your assistant to take the larger half from the top and put them in his pocket.

For three he is instructed to take one card from the heap on the table and return it to the pack. For two he does as already shown. For one, take three from the heap and return to the pack. For a higher number — six, for instance, request your assistant to retake two from the pack and add them to those on the table.

The trick can be repeated. When you do so it is better to vary the operation the second time by requesting your assistant to take the smaller half from the top to be put in his pocket. The last feature — the naming of the card on the table — can be retained at the option of the performer.

**MEPHISTO'S PREDICTION**

CHARLES T. JORDAN

You will like this impromptu, non-sleight of hand card effect wherein you predict beforehand the position a chosen card will occupy in a freely shuffled deck. It's an excellent card table trick.

Any deck may be used as long as it contains a Joker. (In lieu of the Joker, the advertising or bridge score card may be used.) The pack is shuffled freely and a spectator inserts the Joker anywhere and then takes the deck, fans it and notes the card above and adjacent to the Joker. While he is doing this, you lay a folded piece of paper on the table upon the inside of which you have secretly written the number "11." After noting the card, the spectator closes up the fan of cards, cuts the deck and completes the cut, and then deals it into four face
down heaps, a card at a time. You pick up the heaps reassembling the
deck, give it a complete cut, and then fan the cards towards the person
so that he can remove the Joker. He does so, whereupon you hand him the
deck face down. He reads what you have previously written on the
paper, counts down to that number from the top of the face down deck — and discovers his card at that number.

This prediction trick is practically automatic, if the above instruc­
tions are followed. The only thing you have to do is to be sure and
reassemble the four heaps of cards by placing the fourth heap on the third,
both of these on the second, and all of them on the first. After cutting
the deck, fan it faces toward the spectator and ask him to remove the
Joker. When he does so, run two more cards from the lower, or left part
of the fan, onto the bottom of the upper, or right part of the fan, and
then cut the deck at this point. This bit of maneuvering automatically
brings the noted card to the position eleven from the top.

If you wish to repeat the trick, write the number “38” on another
piece of paper, fold it and lay it on the table. This time, pick up the
heaps in reverse order, the first heap going on the second, these on the
third, and all on the fourth heap. Then follow the above routine exactly.

LIKE SEEKS LIKE

WALTER GIBSON

Here's a quickie that a lot of readers will add to their repertoire
of impromptu tricks upon first reading; the rest of you will wait for
someone else to attract attention with it before turning back and learning
how to do it. It's particularly good for table work because it is done
deliberately and convincingly.

You take six cards and hold them in a face down packet in your
left hand. The fingers are at the left side of the packet; the thumb at
the right. Now tilt the hand upward to show the bottom card, which
is red. Promptly turning the packet face down, reach beneath the front
end of the packet with your right fingers and pull out the bottom card.
Show it again and place it face down on top of the packet saying,
“Red.” Proceed to show the next card on the bottom. It is black. Draw
it off as before, give a brief glimpse of it, and put it on top of the
packet saying, “Black.” This routine you repeat with each of the remaining
cards, alternating red and black, until you have transferred the entire
six from bottom to top. Now turn the packet face up, fan it, and show
that the cards alternate red and black precisely as represented.
Now comes the mystery. You repeat the above procedure in seemingly identical fashion; if anything, a bit more casually. The cards go from bottom to top, one by one; red, black, red, black, red, black. But when they are fanned face up, they appear in separate groups — the three reds together, and the three blacks together.

There is trickery, of course, during the second showing of the cards. The Glide is used, wherein the third finger of the left hand, beneath the packet, draws back the bottom card, so that the card above it may be removed by the right hand.

Nevertheless — of the six cards transferred, three are actually shifted. Of the remaining three, two are actually shown on the bottom of the pack. With only one card is the move made blind, about half way through the process. This is what makes the trick so effective and puzzling. The second transfer of cards from bottom to top seems identical with the first. That is why it's important to do the bona fide process at the beginning; then repeat with the special transfer.

With the proper cards in hand try it slowly in ordinary fashion, and then:

**FIRST CARD** (Red): Actually remove it from the bottom; show it with the right hand, and place it face down on top of the packet saying, "Red."

**SECOND CARD** (Black): Actually remove it from the bottom; show it with the right hand, and place it face down on top, saying, "Black."

**THIRD CARD** (—): Show a red card on the bottom. Tilt the packet downward. Draw back the card just shown by means of the Glide. Remove the next card, place it on top without showing its face, saying, "Red."

**FOURTH CARD** (—): Do not show the bottom card this time. Remove the bottom card (the one that was "drawn" back) and place it on top without showing its face. Say, "Black."

**FIFTH CARD** (—): Actually show a red card on the bottom. Remove it, show with your right hand, and place it on top, saying, "Red."

**SIXTH CARD** (—): Actually show a black card on the bottom. Tilt the packet downward, draw back the card, remove the next one and place it on top without showing it, but saying, "Black."

Now square the packet, mutter a hocus pocus or two and fan the cards face up. The three reds will be together, as will be the three blacks!

Note that moves 1, 2 and 5 are identical, and bona fide. Moves 3 and 6 allow showing of the bottom card before the Glide. Only move
4 is entirely a blind one, done carelessly as though a showing of the card were unnecessary.

WITH GIANT CARDS. The trick is performed with the same routine as above for stage presentation, the only difference is a variation in the use of the Glide. In this variation of the sleight, the right fingers push back the bottom card, on the two occasions when necessary, accomplishing it under cover of the packet. Some magicians use this simpler glide with regular cards. While ordinarily inferior it is suitable here because of the deliberateness of the presentation.

A CARD IN HAND
TED ANNEMANN

Many professionals claim that this trick is the best close up effect for presentation at night club tables that you could want. Just do it a few times and listen to the comment. It’s extremely effective when worked for a lady.

The usual card is chosen and returned. In order to vary the selection and get away from the too familiar “take a card” request, I use a very cute wrinkle taught to me many years ago by Burling Hull. Hold the deck face down in the left hand and riffle the outer end. When the spectator stops you, lift up the upper portion and have the spectator note the top card of the lower half. The spectator replaces the card on top of the lower half, and the right hand comes over and replaces the top half of the pack. It is brought down at right angles to the lower half, and the left fingers come up against its back. The hands swing toward the right, the left fingers draw off the top or back card of the upper packet and add it to the top of the lower packet. This is done just as the hands are turned over, and the slip is completely covered. Immediately the slip is accomplished, the hands separate by about eight inches, the left turns so that the back of the hand is nearly upwards and, at the same moment, the left first finger is extended and points to the bottom face card of the right hand packet. You excuse yourself as you make this move, saying, “I didn’t mean to look at this card, or let anyone see it. I don’t want you to think I’m keeping track of your card by knowing the one next to it. We’ll bury your card.”

The left thumb now pushes the top card of the lower packet, supposedly the selected card, into the center of the upper packet as the two hands are brought in alignment. The left packet is now placed on top of the right hand packet, which brings the selected card on top of
the deck. Or, alternately, the two packets are dovetailed together retaining the top few cards of the left hand packet until the end of the shuffle, which accomplishes the same results. The selected card is now on top, and you say, "I'm going to ask that you remember just about where your card is in the deck. You saw it go in, you know about where it is, so try to be certain of its location within two or three cards."

"Now take this card, the _____ of _____, and push it into the deck about twenty cards above where you know your's is. I'll make your card move right up through the deck to that very spot." As you say this, you do a double lift, apparently showing the top card, and then turning it face down on top of the deck after naming it. Thumb it off, hand it face down to the spectator, and hold the deck before him. (In the fairest way possible you have given him his own card!) He stabs it into the deck and you tell him to hang onto it. Then you lift the packet of cards above the one he is holding, and show him the face card. It is not his card! Then you show him the top card of the lower packet, and this is not his card either! You act disconcerted and start to run through the pack, asking him what card he did have. He'll name it. You shake your head, blow towards the card he is holding and say, "Well, a magician has to have some way of getting out of a fix, so I'll make the card you are holding your card." He turns it over, and it is his! The effect on the spectator is just short of a knockout. To him, and to those watching, there is no conceivable way of your changing the card in his hand, and the misdirection throughout keeps the minds of all on the card buried in the pack.

Editor's Note:—As will be recognized by many, the above method of slipping the card from one packet to another has also been employed as a force, or to bring the top card indetectably to a certain desired spot in the center of the deck. It is quite well known today but, as many may not recall, the method used in the above trick is the original Hull routine which has been woven into a topnotch table trick in typical Annemann fashion.

DOUBLE REVERSE

WALTER GIBSON

Let's start off by being fundamental. Every magician is familiar with the original "reversed" or "turned over" card trick wherein the pack is held face up, but with a single card face down on top of it. When the spectator replaces a chosen card, it will naturally be found face up later
The magician's one problem is to hide or get rid of the face down card which he used on the top of the pack.

This trick not only gets rid of said card; it utilizes it to double the effect. The whole working is simplified to the limit, and has some nice misdirection.

The effect, briefly: A spectator shuffles the pack, and divides it into two heaps. He gives one half to you and keeps the other. Taking your half, you fan the cards and say, "I'll pick a card and lay it down on the table. You do the same with your half. Lay your card face down, as I do." Both you and the spectator turn away during the process so that all is very, very secret. You again face each other as the two chosen cards are placed face down on the table. Now you pick up the spectator's card and, without looking at its face, insert it into the half pack you hold. The spectator picks up your card and pushes it into the center of his half pack.

Extending your right hand you ask the spectator for his half pack. Upon receiving it, you add your half on top of it, shuffle the full pack, or give it a quick series of cuts, saying, "My card was the Nine of Hearts — what was yours?" To which the spectator replies, "The Five of Clubs", whereupon you ribbon spread the pack along the table top, and there they are, face up, the Nine of Hearts and the Five of Clubs, well apart in the pack.

Here's how: When you receive your half of the pack, you turn your back (as does the spectator), and fan the deck noting and remembering the bottom card. This card, say it's the Nine of Hearts, you turn face to face with your packet of cards. You then withdraw any other card without noting it and, holding it face down, turn around and lay it on the table.

As you turn around to do this, you are holding the half pack in your left hand, the thumb and fingers upward. That is, the half pack is simply lying comfortably across your palm, but you are holding it so that the single card you noted — the Nine of Hearts — is face down on top. The packet looks normal, but it is really composed of one card face downward, with the remainder face up beneath it.

You now pick up the spectator's card and push it, face down, into the center of your packet where it automatically becomes "reversed" because it goes in among face up cards. But when the spectator takes up the card you laid on the table and buries it face down in his half
pack, he loses it. For the spectator actually pushes that card into a normal face down group of cards.

Now here comes the misdirection. Reaching with your right hand for the spectator's half of the pack, you swing your left hand towards the right, turning over your hand so that the knuckles are up. The move is simplicity itself, totally unnoticed because attention is on the right hand. Upon receiving the spectator's half which is face down, you coolly add your own face down half on top of it. Now everything is just as you want it. Somewhere in the upper half is the spectator's card — we'll say it is the Five of Clubs — face up. Half way down in the pack, and also face up, of course, is the Nine of Hearts. You now cut the pack a couple of times, even give it a shuffle, and obligingly name the Nine of Hearts as your card. The spectator names his card as the Five of Clubs, and when the deck is ribbon spread across the table top, both of these cards are revealed face up in the face down spread.

Thus you have used the card which you originally laid on the table purely as a "dummy" card to get a double effect of two reversals. As for the spectator, he can be very wise and still have a headache. No matter what he thinks about his own card, he can't get over the fact that he, personally, buried your card in his pile; yet it reversed itself anyway. The attention is thereby divided, leaving two problems instead of one; and in this very simple routine, the use of half packs allows misdirection; impossible with any of the older methods. Attention being divided between two people, the trick offers no problem whatsoever, except to the audience!

STOP WHEN READY
HENRY CHRIST

Here's a "stop" trick that will find favor with many, because of its simplicity and apparent fairness.

A selected card is returned and shuffled into the pack. Cards are dealt until the spectator calls "Stop," whereupon the very next card is found to be the selected one.

The selected card is brought to the top of the pack by your favorite method. Then you shuffle once or twice, preferably by riffling, and as you finish you add one extra card to the top so that the chosen card is the second one down. The deck is held face down in the left hand.

At this time you explain that you will not find the card yourself, but will have the selector discover it by intuition. Ask him to concentrate
for a moment and then name any number up to 20. As he does so, you turn over the top card endwise, from front to back, so that it is face up on top of the deck, saying, "This isn't your card is it? Sometimes the card does get to the very top by chance and it makes things difficult." The spectator naturally says, "No," and you finish by saying, "Then we'll call that card No. 1."

During these few seconds you have prepared for a double lift of the top two cards and, as you make the last statement, you draw these two back about one and one-half inches on the deck, the sides being kept squared. The position of the cards now is this: the deck is in your left hand squared; on top is a face up card drawn back, and, unknown to the audience, underneath this drawn back card is the selected card face down.

Having called the face up card No. 1, you pull off the next face down card from the front end of the pack, calling it No. 2. This is then turned face up and laid in that manner upon the first drawn back face up card. Likewise the next card is drawn off from the front end of the deck, and turned face up on top of the second card drawn. See illustration.

This same action is continued with each subsequent card withdrawn until the number decided upon is reached. This one is not turned up nor pulled forward over the front end of the deck. As you stop at this point, push forward all the face cards until they are square with the entire deck, saying, "You haven't seen your card among those dealt so far, have you?" As he answers, you fan the top part of the deck to show the face up cards. The answer must be negative, and the face up cards are drawn off into the right hand while the left hand extends the face down deck to the spectator assisting you. You say, "The next card is at the number you named, so turn it over yourself. By the way, what was your card?" The card is named and then turned. It has to be correct. The face down card, originally second from the top, and kept secretly under the first face up card turned over, has now become the top card of the face down deck, and resides at the correct number position as called by the spectator who chose it.

The important detail is to keep the deck in a position, or angle, almost flat towards the spectators so that the two cards held together appear to be but one card.
TWENTIETH CENTURY CARDS

TED ANNEMANN

Here is a nice card effect for club programs, and one that will be found different from the usual run of card tricks. All you need is a deck of cards, a ticket punch, and a two yard length of half inch ribbon threaded through a large darning needle.

A spectator freely selects a card and you hand him the ticket punch with the request that he punch a hole near one of the four corners of his card. The card is now returned to the center of the deck which is given a good shuffle. You now pick off one of the top cards of the deck and show it saying, “I know this is not the card selected by this gentleman because it has no punch mark in it.” You likewise show the next card of the deck, emphasizing that this one has no punch mark in it either. You explain, however, that with the assistance of these two cards you will locate the chosen card in a novel manner. So saying you take the ticket punch and punch a hole in the corner of each card. You now introduce the ribbon and needle and proceed to thread the two cards onto the ribbon about a foot apart. A spectator assists in this by holding one end of the ribbon for you. The other end of the ribbon is now handed to another spectator nearby so that the ribbon, with the two cards swinging on it, is suspended between them in full view of everyone.

You now cover the two cards with a large handkerchief. While the card threading was going on you had set the deck on the table, so now you pick it up saying, “The selected card is still somewhere in this pack, but it will make itself evident as soon as it finds out what a good time these other two cards are having on this ribbon.” Place the deck up under the handkerchief, give it a couple of sharp riffles, and then remove the deck whipping off the handkerchief at the same time. To everyone’s amazement the selected card is seen dangling on the ribbon between the two cards previously threaded thereon. Everything may now be examined as there is nothing to find!

I believe this effect will find a spot in a good many programs because of its extreme simplicity. Everything is unprepared except one card. This has its back touched up with spots of diachylon in the corners, the middle of the sides, and in the upper center and lower center. Prepared thus, it is on top of your deck at the start.

One card is freely selected from the pack, and the spectator may write his name across its face. Hand him the ticket punch and ask him to punch a hole in one corner of the card about a half inch in from the
edge. Now undercut the lower half of the deck, and have the selected card returned on top of the upper half (right on top of the diachylon treated card), then bury the card by dropping the undercut lower half on top. Square up the deck, give it a squeeze, and then shuffle it to bring the double card close to the top. The deck, of course, being held face down throughout. Now spread a few of the top cards of the deck and your left thumb will "catch" the double card almost at once. Take out this card with the right hand and show it as the first of your two cards. Held face towards the audience no punch mark will be seen in it, which is a convincing detail. The card stuck to the back of this card is the "punched" selected card, but the back is not shown, and the card is tossed face up onto the table. Another card is now shown in the same manner, and this is tossed face up on the table also. Laying the deck aside for a moment, you take the ticket punch and proceed to punch a hole in both of the cards you selected, being careful to punch the hole in the double card to coincide with the hole already in the rear card.

Both of these cards are now threaded on the ribbon, the double card going on first so that the back of this card will face the front of the second card. Thus the rear (selected) card of the double pair is now in position between the two cards. Have the ends of the ribbon held by two spectators with the two cards dangling freely in a very innocent and convincing manner. In all the years that I have done this trick, no one has ever thought the cards to be anything but what they seemed to be! Now cover the two cards with a large handkerchief, place the deck underneath the handkerchief and riffle it sharply a few times with one hand while the other separates the double card by pinching it and sliding the pair apart. The rear (selected) card is now pushed along the ribbon until it is half way between the two cards. The handkerchief is whipped off for the climax, and the spectator's autographed card is discovered on the ribbon.

Aside from the dramatic effect wrought by the riffling of the deck under the handkerchief, it is almost a necessity for it covers the slight noise occasioned by the separation of the double card. Separating this card with one hand will take a bit of practice, but the effect is well worth it.
MODERN MONTE

CHRIS CHARLTON

The “Three Card Monte” effect has stood the brunt of many variations, and this method is one of the more convincing ways of performing it. Simply borrow three cards from any deck in use, preferably two spot cards and one picture card, and you are all set to entertain impromptu with the following baffling routine.

If you are adept at this game you may “throw” the cards several times in the regular way and then resort to Charlton’s method for your climax, saying that perhaps it will be a lot easier to follow if the cards are kept face up.

Hold the three cards face up and squared. The left hand does this by holding the packet from above with the four fingers along the left side and the thumb on the right side of the cards. The forefinger rests at the pip of the exposed card, and the lower left corner of the packet rests in the crotch of the third and little fingers. The thumb rests about an inch and a half from the outer right end of the cards. Thus the left third finger, underneath, is in a perfect position to execute pressure on the under card. It will be seen that this is about the same position as used for the familiar “glide” sleight, except that in this case it is more practical for the under finger to exert a little backward pressure as the thumb and first finger tighten on the sides and push the loose cards (top two) a bit forward.

To experiment with this sleight, perform the move and take the two top cards as one by grasping them at the front end with your right thumb or forefinger. Slide them under the card (apparently two cards) left behind in your left hand. Keep repeating this over and over until you do it with no concern or hesitation. It will be seen that the three cards show up, one after the other, in what appears to be a normal rotation.

Take the cards given to you (we will assume they are the Jack, Nine and Three) and say, “I’ll show you the cards very slowly, and ask you to remember their positions. When I turn them over face down, pay close attention and note further that I do nothing to deceive you.” Keeping the set in whatever order they happen to be, hold them as described and call the value of the top face up card as you move it fairly to the bottom. Name the next card that shows up and move this one fairly to the bottom. Now name the third face up card and likewise move this one fairly to the bottom. As you do this, the first card named naturally comes back into sight. Now turn the left hand over, bringing
the packet face down, while the right fingers deliberately spread the cards into a fan. "Where is the . . . ?" you ask, naming the last card shown and moved to the bottom just before the packet was turned back upward.

There will be no hesitation on the spectator's part as he selects the top or right hand card of the face down fan. And he will be right!

Remark, "I asked for a spot card that time as they always stay pretty well where they belong. Picture cards, exercise their noble perogative and are hard to depend upon. This time watch the Jack."

As you say this, cut the packet so that the Jack is at the bottom of the face up heap, and rests on tip of the left third finger which is curled around and under the packet. You are holding the packet face up, as described, and you now name the top card as before. This time you perform the sleight and draw off two cards as one with the right hand, and move them to the bottom of the packet. The Jack comes into view and is named. Again you perform the sleight, transferring two cards as one from top to bottom, and the second spot card comes into view. Perform the sleight once more, and the original card makes its appearance as the top card of the packet. Everything now appears to be exactly as in the beginning, so you turn the packet face down and fan the cards. The Jack, so far as the spectators are concerned, should be in the center, but it isn't. When this card is pointed out as the Jack, withdraw it and show it to be one of the spot cards. Do not show where the Jack is, just replace the card being held by the right hand on top of the face down packet.

Offer to repeat the moves once more. Turn the packet face up and go through with the three "double" moves. The Jack now shows up third, and after being named is moved (two cards as one) to the bottom of the packet. Turn the packet face down, and fan it once more. This time the Jack should be at the right end, but it isn't—it's in the middle! The three cards are now handed back to one of the spectators to be shuffled back into the deck in preparation for any ensuing tricks you may want to do.

MENTAL STUD

HENRY CHRIST

In this effect, which we are doing at every opportunity, Mr. Christ has brought into being a subtle problem with ramifications that cover all trickiness. In as much as the effect and method are being combined
in this description, we recommend that you follow the moves with a deck of cards in hand.

Any deck is shuffled, and you offer to demonstrate a little “psychic Poker” showing how one accomplished in the reading of minds could very easily know exactly what cards were going to be played, or what cards in a player’s hand were most important.

Four face down hands of five cards each are dealt onto the table, and these are picked up by the four spectators agreeing to play. Each is asked to peek at one of the cards in his hand, and then shuffle his cards. It is best to have them each peek at one card rather than fan out the hands, for some people have good card memories and might remember several of the cards in their hands, if not all of them.

While talking, bring out four coins, saying, “I hear people say so often they wouldn’t play cards with me that I’m going to furnish the money so none of you will have anything to lose.” Turning to the player at your left, give him one of the coins and take back his hand of cards. The coins may be of any denomination but should all be alike. However, the one difference is the dates on the coins which you have memorized, and in passing them out begin with the earliest date and end with the latest date. The first person therefore gets the earliest dated coin. But be sure you do not make it apparent that you are giving out the coins in any particular order. This is an important detail for you later.

The first hand of five cards you take back with your left hand, and give it a single, careless cut. The right hand now picks up the second coin and gives it to the second spectator, receiving in return the second packet of cards. Take these back with your right hand, spread them a bit in a slight fan face down, and then place them on top of the left hand packet. As you do so, the left little finger holds a break above the bottom card of the right hand packet. Square up the cards a bit, cut them at the break, and complete the cut. The right hand now picks up the third coin, hands it to the third person, takes back his packet, spreads them a bit face down, lays them on top of the left hand packet, and the left little finger again holds a break above the bottom card of this third packet. Again the entire packet is cut at the break, and the cut completed. The fourth coin is now handed to the fourth spectator, who is immediately on your right, and you take back his hand of cards. The same maneuvers are now gone through with the packet, ending up with your cutting the entire packet at the break and completing the cut.
To the players you have taken back the hands one at a time in return for the coins you passed out, and after each hand has been returned the packets have been added to each other and the final packet has simply been cut. Actually, however, the arrangement of the cards from the top down (back to face) is as follows, and we'll list them by numerals denoting the four players from left to right: 4-3-2-1-1-1-1-2-2-2-2-3-3-3-4-4-4-4.

Now deal out the four top cards in front of you on the table, from left to right and all face down, saying, “Stud will be the best form of poker demonstration for my purpose.” Now continue to deal cards face up in front of these “hole cards” (laying them on the table towards the spectators and overlapping about half of the card’s lengths on each deal) just as you would for a real game, until the packet of twenty cards have been laid out for the four hands.

The situation now is this: The four “hole cards” from left to right (that is, from your point of view) belong to players 4, 3, 2, 1. The first face up row across in front of the “hole cards” belongs to player Number 1 — the man on your left. The next row across belongs to player Number 2; the next row belongs to player Number 3; and the last to player Number 4.

Now ask the four players to put their coins in front of the row in which they see their peeked at cards. If a player doesn’t see his peeked at card, then it must be one of the “hole cards” which are face down and, in this case, he is to return his coin to you. You step away and turn your back while they place their coins, or set them to one side awaiting your return.

Everything now is set for the-climax. Picking up a coin in front of any row, you pass it up and down several times along that row, and then suddenly drop it onto the correct card! This is repeated with all other coins in view, and each time the player acknowledges that you have located, or designated, his card. Finally you look at the one or more coins in your hand which represent the “hole cards.” Ask the player, or players, to think of his card and then drop a coin onto one of the face down cards. When he turns it up, he finds that you have located his card correctly. Do the same with the second coin, if you still have one.

From the foregoing explanations of the set up after the final deal, you should have no trouble in seeing through the deception of the climax. As you pick up the coins placed on the table in front of the various rows, all you do is note the date on the coin which designates the different spectators. Then merely drop this on the face up card in that row — 1, 2, 3, 4, —
which corresponds with that spectator's number. The same rule applies to the "hole cards" — 4, 3, 2, 1.

The dates of the coins is the little detail which allows you to step away from the table and turn your back while the coins are being set in front of the various rows. Upon your return to the table you may find two coins in front of one row. This, of course, presents no difficulty. Pick them up one at a time, note the date as you wave it to and fro over the row which tells you whether it belongs to player Number 1, 2, 3, or 4, and then drop it on the corresponding face up card. Then point directly at that player and say, "Your card." This really startling action was not possible with the old school boy trick of 25 cards dealt into five hands twice which is the basis for this modern version, nor was it possible to use but four hands of five cards each. The hole card angle makes this possible, and it throws completely out of calculation anyone who knows the old mathematical layout. At times a hole card will not be among those chosen, but the percentage is high in its favor. The showmanship of the first discoveries more than make up for the lack of face down discoveries.

**THE RIBBON THAT MADE GOOD**

**ORVILLE MEYER**

In this effect a spectator freely selects a card from a deck. After the card is replaced the deck is genuinely shuffled and cut several times. This may be done by the spectator himself. Saying that he will locate it, the performer removes a card at random. Upon seeing it, however, the spectator says it is not the one he picked out. A two foot ribbon is now fastened with a sticker to the back of this card and it is cut to the center of the deck. The spectator now names his selected card and gently pulls on the ribbon. He pulls out the card to which the ribbon is attached, and it is the chosen card!

No sleights are employed; there is nothing to cover up; no quick moves are necessary; and the chosen card may be initialed. A nice angle is to allow the spectator to keep the initialed card on the ribbon as a souvenir.

But slight preparation is necessary. Apply a bit of warm Diachylon to the back of the Joker, spreading it thinly in spots along the edges and in the center rather than over the
entire back. With such a card on top of your deck you are ready to pre-
sent this effect.

Have any card freely selected and its face initialed. Undercut about
a half of the pack, have the card replaced on the top half of the deck, and
don the under half on top of all. The selected card is now near the center
with the prepared Joker underneath it. Now pinch the deck tightly and
the two cards will adhere. You can even give the deck an overhand shuffle
without fear of separating them. After thus shuffling and cutting the deck
remark that as usual you will try to find the selected card.

Fan the deck, and locate the double card which is easy because of it
extra thickness. Remove it and declare it to be the one chosen. It shows
up, of course, as the Joker. The spectator tells you that you are wrong.
Now introduce the ribbon and sticker, and hand them to the spectator
together with the double Joker. You need not be afraid of the double card
coming apart, but if you are timid about this then place the double card
on top of the deck and have him fasten the ribbon to the back of it
with the sticker. Show the card to the spectator again after the ribbon
is attached, and ask him if he is positive it is not his card. Lay the card
back on top of the deck, and say you will bury it in the deck. Exert a
little pressure on the back of the card with your left thumb as though
pushing the card off the deck in dealing. This will separate the two cards.
Pick off the top card (the selected one) with your right fingers and, holding
it face down, push it into the center of the deck. (The Diachlyon treated
Joker remains on top of the deck.)

Now hold the pack in a vertical position with its face card towards
the audience, and with the ribbon coming out of the top of the deck. Have
the spectator name his card. Riffle the top of the deck a couple of times,
and then ask the spectator to pull up the ribbon. The correct initialed
card makes its appearance rising out of the deck attached to the end of
the ribbon.

TRICKS WITH DUPLICATES & SHORT CARDS

TRICKERY
TED ANNEMANN

Here’s a pet of mine I’m sure you'll like. It’s just the thing for one of
those spots where you want to make a real impression with an unusual
trick. You request one of the spectators to come forward and stand to
your right. Have him look through the deck and note that it is well mixed.
He then places five of the cards in his side coat pocket and hands the deck
to you. You lay the deck on the table, and step away a bit as you explain
to him that you want him to reach into his pocket and, while your back is
turned, pick out any one of the five cards and show it to the others pre­
sent. He is then to replace it in his pocket, insert it anywhere among the
five cards, and bring forth the packet. You turn around now and face the
audience. Take the packet of five cards, place them in your side coat
pocket and remark that through some strange sense you are able to repeat
the spectator's very actions. Reach again into your coat pocket, withdraw
one card back outwards, and ask the spectator to name his card. When he
does, you turn around the card you are holding and it is the very same
card chosen by the spectator! The packet of cards is now added to the
deck on the table, and you proceed with any further tricks you like for
the deck is complete and may even be examined.

Four duplicates of any card, say the Ace of Spades, are used, but
they are introduced and withdrawn in a manner so natural and subtle
that their use is never suspected. I know, because I have fooled dozens
of clever card men with this feat. These four duplicate Aces are in your
right outside coat pocket at the start, and are in a standing position in one
corner of the pocket.

The presentation of the feat is as follows:—Introduce the deck and
fan it face up for the benefit of your assistant, who is standing to your
right. Locate the regular Ace of Spades and, after closing the fan, cut the
Ace to the top. Give the deck a dovetail shuffle and leave four more cards
on top of the deck so that the Ace is now the fifth card down. Run off
four cards from the top of the deck into your right hand without the
spectator seeing just how many you take. Tell him that he is to put five
cards into his pocket without showing them. Suiting your actions to
your words, place the group of four cards into your right coat pocket,
laying it on its side so as not to become mixed with the cards already
there. Now withdraw one of these four odd cards from your pocket and
show it, explaining that everyone is to have an opportunity to see it ex­
cept yourself. Replace this card in your pocket, and immediate withdraw
the four Ace packet, holding it face down, and put it on top of the deck.
This leaves the five duplicate Aces on top of the pack.

Now give the deck another dovetail shuffle without disturbing the top
cards, and then deal these five Aces from the top of the deck face down
on the assistant's outstretched palm. He places them in his pocket im­
mEDIATELY, as you turn your back. He then pulls out any one of the five
cards which, of course, has to be an Ace of Spades, and shows it to all
present. He then replaces it in his pocket, inserts it anywhere among the
other four cards and advises you that his part of the experiment is com­
pleted.
You turn around and ask him for the packet of five cards which you take face down in your right hand. You place these, in a standing position, in your right coat pocket as you explain what you intend to do. After a bit of suitable hesitation, you finally bring forth one of the Ace of Spades, but hold it face down until the spectator names it as the one he selected. Then turn it around dramatically for your climax! Transfer it to your left hand as your right reenters the coat pocket and brings forth the four odd cards which have been laying there on their sides. These, plus the Ace of Spades, are thrown face up on the table, as you accept the applause for your uncanny ability and an almost impossible feat.

FOUR ACE STAGE PRESENTATION

TED ANNEMANN

This is my version of the "Four Ace Trick" for stage and platform use. Its novel manner of presentation will hold constant interest, and the method employed is more than fair and belies all suspicion of chicanery.

In effect, you request the assistance of four volunteers who are invited to the stage and asked to stand in a row facing the audience. A deck of cards is handed to the first assistant with the request that he run through the cards and remove the first Ace he comes to. Now, without showing this to anyone, he is asked to hold it face down on one outstretched hand. You then take the deck and pass it on to the second assistant who repeats the first man's actions; then the third and fourth assistants do likewise, the last man handing the deck back to you. Now each assistant is holding an Ace on his outstretched hand, the name of the individual Aces being known only to those holding them.

You now shuffle the deck, deal three cards face down on each of the Aces, and announce that one of the Aces is to be selected at random. Giving the deck a good shuffle, you turn up the top card the suit of which indicates the Ace to be used. Asking the assistant holding this ace to cover his packet of cards with his other hand and to stand to one side, you proceed to gather up the remaining packets from the other three assistants and add their cards to the top of the deck. A rubber band is snapped around the deck of cards and it is thrown out into the audience with the request that the spectator catching it will please stand up. The assistants are dismissed, except the one holding the chosen packet. The person standing in the audience with the deck of cards is now asked to remove the elastic band from the pack, and to run through it and toss each Ace into the air as he comes to it. Everybody watches, but nothing
happens. The Aces have disappeared! The deck is returned to the stage and the assistant holding the chosen packet now shows his cards — and he is seen to be holding the four Aces!

Of course, three extra Aces are needed, and they are employed without any special preparation. However, the deck itself is a "short" deck, i.e: one trimmed one-thirty second of an inch short. Any magic dealer can supply you with such a deck. Remove from this deck the three short Aces which are duplicates of the extra ones you will use, substituting the regular length extra Aces in the deck in their stead. The three short Aces are placed in your right trousers' pocket, with faces of the cards towards your body. Also have an elastic band in the same pocket. The fourth short Ace, of which you have no duplicate, is marked with a pencil for distance of about one inch along the center of both side edges of the card, as illustrated, or pencil mark its back on the upper left and lower right corners. The object being to enable you to spot this card when it is removed from the deck, thus indicating which assistant has it. If the card is marked on the edge it is a simple matter to note when it leaves the deck simply by glancing at the side of the pack, as you pass the latter from one assistant to the other. If it is marked on the back, you simply watch the backs of the Aces as they are held by the assistants. And finally, to complete your preparations, place any card of the same suit as the marked short Ace on the bottom of the deck.

The performance of the trick is as outlined. Each of the assistants removes an Ace and holds it face down on his outstretched palm. However, as the fourth assistant is searching for the last Ace, you casually place your right hand in your trousers' pocket and palm out the three short Aces. When the last Ace has been located and removed, take the deck back with your left hand and add the three short Aces to the top.
of it. At this point no one expects anything to happen, and you have very
subtly convinced the audience, and your assistants as well, that but four
Aces were in the deck. That's what makes the effect so strong.

You now give the deck a good false shuffle, retaining the short Aces
on the top, and the bottom card in place on the bottom. Deal the three
top cards (short Aces) face down onto the palm of the assistant holding
the “marked” Ace, the cards going right on top of the Ace itself. Then
deal three cards onto each of the other Aces, being casually haphazard
about it and not necessarily dealing in order unless the “marked” Ace
is held by the first assistant. Now announce that one of the Aces will be
selected at random. Give the deck another good shuffle, bringing the bot­
tom card to the top, and simply turn this top card over and announce
the suit, introducing the selection by saying, “We’ll make it a matter
of chance by turning up a card at random, and the suit of this card will
select the man. Will the person holding the Ace of this suit please step
over there and hold his cards tightly between his hands.” Again you have
been fair because no one knows who has the different Aces except the
assistants themselves.

Now have the remaining three piles returned to the deck, undercut
just below this set of twelve cards and shuffle off on top. You will now
find it an easy matter to cull out the Aces as you repeat the shuffle, the
thumb and fingers easily stripping out the three long Aces and dropping
them on top of the deck. While you are doing this (and don’t look at your
hands, as the stripping action is automatic) dismiss the three assistants
thanking them for their help. Simultaneously, palm off the three extra
Aces from the top of the deck with the right hand, reach into your trousers’
pocket, get rid of the palmed cards, and bring forth the rubber band.
Snap it around the pack and toss the deck out into the audience. So far
as you are concerned, the trick is over, and you have no more to worry
about. However, you continue to build up the effect to the grand climax.

The person in the audience catching the deck is asked to run through
it and toss each Ace into the air as he comes to it. Of course, he does
not find any, and returns the deck to you. Ask the assistant on the stage,
who is holding the selected packet of cards, to step forward and show
his cards. He shows the four Aces!

A strong point of the trick is that at the finish you are holding a
complete deck of 52 cards, which may be examined, or which can be used
immediately for any further tricks you wish to do. I’ve found it an
unusually good program effect, one that can be sandwiched into your re­
ertoire at any time. One trial is all that is necessary to convince you that
it is good. The action of having four spectators in line and handling the
deck is strong, and enjoys considerable audience participation which so many effects lack. The tossing of the deck into the audience is both novel and interesting, and the whole theme of the effect directs attention to the assistants affording you perfect cover for the few subtleties you must employ.

For those who want to present the trick without a “short deck,” the action is the same up to the point where you collect the three odd packets of cards from the assistants you dismiss. In this case, when using regular cards, have the first packet dropped on top of the deck and then give the deck a little shuffle, running the three odd cards from the top to the bottom. This leaves the first Ace on top. Repeat this three times, ending up with the three Aces on top of the deck. It is now a simple matter to push these three top cards forward a bit off the deck, and to palm them just prior to reaching into your pocket for the elastic band. Then complete the trick as already explained.

Editor’s note:—The forcing of the proper suit as explained above is excellent. However, for those who may not wish to retain the “marked” suit card at the bottom of the deck throughout the trick for the obvious reason that one or two of your assistants might note that it is the bottom card that turns up eventually, the following alternate is suggested. Simply use an “unmarked” suit card that has been crimped at one corner. Thus you can forget it temporarily, and then cut to it later after shuffling the deck legitimately. The audience will accept the apparently haphazard cut just as readily, if not more so, than turning up the top of the deck.

**FLIGHTY ACES**

**LU BRENT**

For a non-sleight and practical club or stage method, we have never run across an idea to compare with the following. While not differing radically from the orthodox Ace routine, this method of Lu Brent’s will truly baffle the most observing audience.

The four Aces are withdrawn openly from the pack and are placed in a face up row on a display easel. Twelve odd cards are dealt from the pack in groups of three, each group being dealt face down on a different Ace in an overlapping position so that the top part of each Ace is visible. (The best type of easel for this effect is one that has a ledge about an inch from the bottom. Thus the Aces are placed on the ledge, and the
odd cards are dealt against the Aces with the base of the cards resting on the table.)

A spectator is now invited to assist by naming any one of the four Aces. This is a free choice, and the Ace named together with its three accompanying cards are picked up, placed in an envelope and given to the spectator to hold. The remaining three Aces, together with their accompanying odd cards, are gathered up, placed in a second envelope and are retained by the performer. Upon a mystical formula being pronounced, an invisible flight takes place! The spectator's envelope is found to contain the four Aces, while in the performer's envelope twelve odd cards are found. Everything may now be examined, and the deck contains but its regular 52 cards and may be used immediately for further card tricks.

The requirements for this astoundingly clean effect are 12 extra Aces, consisting of three sets of four each, three business envelopes, a pencil and, of course, a deck of cards. Now remove any 12 odd cards from the pack, reverse every fourth card, and seal this packet in one of the envelopes. Mark the face of this envelope with a large numeral "2", and put it in your inside coat pocket.

The twelve Aces are now arranged on the top of the deck, face down, ready for dealing and in a pre-arranged order depending upon the order you intend to use in displaying the four regular Aces during the effect. For instance, if you display the regular Aces from left to right as Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds and Spades, then your stack of extra Aces on top of the deck should be, reading from the top down: Club, Diamond, Spade; Heart, Diamond, Spade; Heart, Club, Spade; and Heart, Club, Diamond. The four regular Aces belonging to the deck are scattered through the lower part of the pack.

To perform, exhibit the two remaining envelopes and the deck of cards. Remove the deck from its case, fan it keeping the duplicate Aces at the top together in a closed group. Remove the four regular Aces from the lower part of the deck and place them one at a time, and face outwards, on the display stand. The first Ace being placed on the left end of the stand, and the others to the right of it in the usual 2, 3, 4, order. The deck is now given a dovetail shuffle without disturbing the twelve extra Aces on top, and the statement is made that each Ace being displayed will be given three cards for company. Do this by dealing three cards (Aces) from the top of the deck onto each of the four Aces on the stand, leaving the top portion of each Ace visible, as already explained.
Now invite any spectator to call out the name of any Ace, allowing him to change his mind as often as he likes until he is perfectly satisfied. Take the Ace packet selected and, without reversing the Ace so that it is facing the same way as the three odd cards, place it in one of the envelopes. Seal it and mark it with a large numeral "1." Hand this to the assisting spectator, who is asked to initial it and place it in his pocket.

The remaining Ace heaps are now gathered up and placed in the second envelopes on which you write a large numeral "2", saying, "I will place this envelope in my pocket as you have done. Oh! I beg your pardon, I forgot to have you initial my envelope." As you say this, you are placing your envelope into your inside coat pocket, so bring it out again immediately and have the spectator initial it. Actually, you switch envelopes and bring forth the duplicate bearing the numeral "2" which you had there before the trick began. There should be no hesitation; the action should be timed perfectly with your patter, so that it appears as though you were just placing the envelope in your inside coat pocket but changed your mind and brought it out again immediately.

After the spectator initials your envelope, you have another thought and place the envelope in your outside breast pocket, and ask the spectator to do the same with his envelope, "so that everyone may see the flight of the cards." As the working of the trick is already done, the climax depends upon the individual performer's ability to build it up. When the magic words are spoken, the performer's envelope is torn open and twelve indifferent cards are found, four of which are reversed in the packet as they should be. Now the spectator opens his envelope and finds the four Aces!

Everything is clean. The envelopes may be tossed out, and the deck is again a complete one of 52 cards. A trial will convince you of the effectiveness of this routine, for there is no forcing, no indirect action, and no sleights.

A QUESTION OF POWER

L. VOSBURGH LYONS

Methods of revealing a number of chosen cards are legion, but here is a new and different way that lends itself to an interesting line of patter. Three cards are selected and returned to the pack you hold, as you explain that tricksters usually locate cards by exercising a strange power which enables them to make cards appear at any position in the deck. The most common position, of course, being the top of the deck.
However, you turn over the top card to prove that it is not one of those chosen. It is then turned face down on the deck as you ask one of the spectators to name his card. When he does so, you snap the top of the deck, turn the card face up once more — and it’s now the selected card just named!

Turning it face down on top of the deck again, you explain that had you asked one of the other two spectators to name his card first, the result would have been the same. To prove your point, the second spectator now names his card which is immediately found on top of the deck after you have snapped it and turned the top card face up. The same action is again repeated with the third spectator, whereupon the third chosen card appears at the top of the deck. As a finale, you mention that had no one named a card then the original card shown would have remained on top of the deck . . . . . and so it has, as you prove by turning the top card up for all to see. As an example of pseudo mass hypnotism, this effect is in a class by itself.

The only preparation consists in having an extra duplicate of any card in the deck. I prefer to use duplicate Jokers, and one of these has been trimmed to make it a short card. Both of these are on top of the deck at the start, with the short Joker as the top card.

To present: — Introduce the deck, shuffle it retaining the two Jokers on top, and have three cards freely selected by as many spectators. Under cut about half of the deck, have the first card replaced on top of the two Jokers, and then drop the lower or under cut half on top, and square the deck. In approaching the next spectator, riffle cut to the short card and have the second selected card returned on top of it. Square up the deck which brings the second selected card returned on top of it. Square up the deck which brings the second selected card just below the first one. Repeat the same maneuver with the third card. Thus you have the three selected cards under your control while to the audience they seem to be hopelessly lost. As you return to the platform, cut the deck several times; then at the short Joker, and finally cut three cards from the bottom to the top. This leaves you with the three selected cards on top in the order of their replacement, and directly below them the two Jokers. Now cut off about fifteen of the top cards, lay aside the rest of the deck, and explain that you will need only a few cards to make clear your example of power.

As you say this, you are holding the packet of fifteen cards squared up in your left hand as if for dealing. It is, of course, held face down. Now the right hand comes over and covers the packet with its palm just as though you were going to transfer the cards to the right hand. The left hand tilts the packet a bit towards the right and, at the same
time, the left thumb pushes the four top cards off to the right where
the left fingers grasp them and pull them around onto the bottom of

the packet. See illustration A. Sliding around the right edge of the
packet under cover of the right palm, they end up on the bottom in a
reversed position, face to face with the bottom card of the packet. (The
action is a sort of half-pass, and is easily discovered by testing it with
the cards in your hand.) With these four cards face up on the bottom
you are left with the regular Joker on top of the deck.

Now change the position of the packet in the left hand so that it is
still held with its real back to the audience, but with the left thumb
at one of the narrow ends and the left fingers at the opposite narrow
end. The packet is tilted somewhat to the left, so that from the audience
point of view it is in a diagonal position, just short of being upright. See
illustration B. The right fingers now slide the top card off the right
(towards you) about a quarter of an inch where it is grasped between
the fingers and thumb (the latter behind the right edge of the card,) and
turned over towards the audience as you replace it face out on the
packet of cards. Everyone sees it's the Joker.

The Joker is now slid off the deck and replaced face down in a
repetition of the moves just explained with this difference. As the card is
slid off to the right with the right fingers, the right thumb goes behind
the packet and draws off the bottom card in alignment with and behind
the Joker. Illustration C. Thus the two cards, held as one, are turned
face down on the front of the packet. The top card is now the first
selected card. To the audience you have merely turned the Joker face
down. Now ask the first person to name his card, snap the deck with
your right second finger, and turn the top card only face up. It is
the first person's card.

As you patter along as to how it would have been the second person's
card had you asked him first, you repeat the moves described in the
above paragraph and thus steal and bring the second person's card
from the bottom to the top of the packet as you turn the first person's
card face down. Tap the deck again, and show the second person's
card on top. Repeat again to show the third person's card.

Finally, in turning the third card face down on the deck, you
secretly bring the last reversed card, (the short Joker) from the bottom
of the packet to the top. Now you say that if no one had named a card,
the original Joker would have remained there, and so it has apparently
as you turn it over to prove your statement. The deck is all one way
again for anything else you want to do, and the short Joker may be
palmed off or not as you like. You will find that the three changes are
psychologically correct for this routine, the repetition actually heightening
the effect.

SIMPLEX TORN CARD & BALLOON

LU BRENT

Versions of the card in a balloon are many, but the majority of them
are accomplished by mechanical means. The following was designed
as an emergency method, and its simplicity will be appreciated by all
club performers.

The effect is that the performer exhibits four colored balloons on a
small tray. A spectator who will act as an assistant is requested to
select one of the balloons after which it is inflated. A ribbon is tied
secretly bring the last reversed card, (the short Joker) from the bottom
spectator now selects a card. A corner is torn from it and he is asked
to retain it temporarily. The remainder of the card now vanishes, only
to make its reappearance as the balloon bursts. The torn corner is fitted
to the card and it is the very one selected.

The preparation consists of the following: A regular deck of cards
with one duplicate, four colored opaque balloons, a straight pin or
two, a piece of ribbon and a little tray complete the list of articles
required. Tear a corner from one of your duplicate cards and place the
corner in one of your side pockets where it may easily be obtained during
the trick. The torn card is now rolled up and inserted through the neck
of one of the balloons, after which it is straightened out inside. The
other three balloons are unprepared. Set the balloons in a line across
the tray so that the balloon containing the card is second from your left
as you hold the tray in front of you. Place the tray on your table or
on a nearby chair, and you're ready to perform.
Force the balloon containing the card with this subtle method. State that you have four toy balloons and that one will be selected for the trick. Ask a spectator for a number from one to four. (Don’t say, “between one and four.”) He will generally say, “two,” or “three” regardless, and it sounds more logical. Let us assume he has chosen “three.” Step to your table, pick up the tray, walk to the spectator and have him count to the third one in the usual fashion from left to right. If he says, “two,” it is there also depending on how you pick up the tray. Remember, the tray is always picked up after the number is mentioned, so there is no reason for the force to fail. Just pick up the tray either from front or back as required. The forced balloon is now inflated by blowing it up in the usual fashion, and the spectator ties the ribbon around its neck. He holds the ends of the ribbon so that the balloon dangles for all to see.

Now force the duplicate card, and drop the pack in your pocket. Secure the torn corner as you bring your hand out. Take the selected card, tear off the proper corner, switch it for the palmed corner and drop the latter into the spectator’s hand. Fold the torn card over, incidentally folding up the genuine corner with it, and vanish it with your cigarette vanisher, or a double handkerchief. Pull one of the pins from your lapel and explode the balloon. The selected card makes its appearance, minus the corner, and it’s given to the person who selected it to match it with the corner he is holding. After the applause, throw out the remaining three balloons as souvenirs.

(Editor’s note: — Another simple method of performing the card in the balloon is to have the card backpalmed. Hold the inflated balloon with the same hand, nipping the neck of the balloon between the tips of first and second fingers and the thumb, and with the palm of the hand facing the audience. To cause the card to appear, just touch the balloon with the lighted end of a cigarette and, as it bursts, produce the backpalmed card at the finger tips! Credit for this streamlined version belongs I believe, to Albnice, one of America’s most meticulous and ingenious club performers.)
CARD FINESSE

THE GREAT MAURICE

The following effect together with the method described has been used over a period of years by Maurice with outstanding success. It is a fine example of professional showmanship, and has the further advantage of using subterfuge rather than difficult sleights.

The effect: — Two cards are chosen by as many members of the audience, whereupon you hand the deck to each in turn and have them shuffle their cards back into the deck. It is very important to impress upon everyone that nothing of a “tricky” nature takes place. This you do by your actions in handling the deck as you take it back from the second spectator. Hold it high and in view of everyone as you step back to your table. With the other hand pick up a long strip of newspaper about 3½ inches wide (equal to the length of a playing card) and wrap up the deck by rolling it over and over so that the paper completely encircles the pack several times. The ends are left open. A rubber band is snapped around the package to hold it secure.

“It happens in the air!” you say, as you toss the deck to the first person who chose a card. He tosses it to the second person, who in turn tosses it back to you. Holding the wrapped deck flatwise to the audience you ask for the name of the first card selected. Remove the elastic band and deliberately tear into the wrapped package until the back of top card of the deck shows. Pick it out, turn it over showing it to be the first selected card, and then throw it out to the first assistant. Now turn the deck over and ask for the name of the second card chosen. Tear away the wrapping on this side of the package and reveal the second chosen card face outwards on the bottom of the deck. Remove it and throw it out to the person who selected it!

Remarkable as this appears to the audience, it has been pure showmanship throughout and little else. The newspaper strip used is about sixteen inches long, and three and a half inches wide, and has been provided with a double pocket of newspaper about four inches from one end of the strip. This pocket is open on both ends where they adjoin the edges of the paper strip. See illustration. Now insert a face down card in this pocket. About three quarters of an inch below this first pocket make a second pocket, and insert in this a second card, but face upwards.
The duplicates of these cards in the deck you use may be cut or trimmed to make them easy to locate. At any rate it is essential to have them quickly accessible. These are forced upon the two spectators while you patter along about a new and strange way you have of locating the two cards touched by the two spectators. Now force the two duplicate short cards in a quick and direct manner. Either use the classical fan force, or riffle the deck to a point designated by the spectators and slip the force card from the top to the cut. I insist that it makes no difference how the force is made, as you only come under suspicion after the spectators shuffle their two cards back into the deck and then hand the deck to you. Actually, at this point you become blameless!

Hold the deck in your right hand well above your head, so that everyone may see that you make no effort to fool with the cards. Pick up the strip of paper with your left hand, show it on both sides, and place the deck face down on top of the first faked pocket on the strip. Try not to let the bottom card of the deck be seen any more than possible. The end of the strip is now turned over the deck, and then the deck is turned over and over wrapping it up completely in the strip of paper. Naturally the first turn brings the top of the deck in alignment with the second faked pocket, so that everything is now correctly placed for the production of the two cards as described. Encircle the package thus formed with an elastic band before tossing it out into the audience.

The rest of the presentation is pure showmanship — the tossing back and forth of the deck, the subsequent tearing away of the newspaper, and the production of the two chosen cards. The cards produced being, of course, the two previously hidden in the two faked pockets. Experience proves that the first card should be produced back outwards; the second face outwards.
THE RED AND BLUE BACK COLOR CHANGE
TED ANNEMANN

This trick is a fast favorite of mine, and I have fooled well versed card men with it because of its subtle working points.

The exact effect is as follows: A pack of cards is held face up in the left hand as though for dealing. Taking the two face cards openly with the right hand, you show both faces and backs of them calling particular attention to the fact that one card has a red back, the other a blue. Replacing these face up on the deck again, you slowly turn over the first card showing its blue back, and then drop it face up on the floor. The next card is shown to have a red back, and this likewise is dropped face up on the floor a few feet from the first card. Stressing once again which has a blue back and which has a red back, any spectator is allowed to turn the two cards face down. When he does so, the color of the backs of the two cards has changed. The one that was blue backed is now red; the one that was red backed is now blue!

No faked cards are needed for this unique effect, just your own deck and two extra cards from another deck with opposite colored backs. These may be any cards. The subtle part of the effect is that in turning the top card each time to show its back, the face of the card underneath it is seen. After the top card has been dropped onto the floor, the card remaining on the face up deck is the one noticed but a moment before, thus giving the lie to any possibility of you having turned more than one card . . . which is exactly what you do!

Arrange your face up pack as follows, the numbers indicating the position of the cards from the face of the pack.

1. Any red backed card
2. Any blue backed card
3. Any blue backed card
4. A duplicate of No. 2, but with a red back
5. A duplicate of No. 3, but with red back

The remainder of the deck is red backed

At the start, you hold the deck face upwards in your left hand and remove the two face cards with the right hand. Holding these fanned in your right hand you show them stating that you will use these two cards which are (name them.) Now carelessly show the backs of the two cards calling attention to the fact that one is blue backed, the other red. As you display the cards turn them back to front a couple of times so that no one has a chance of seeing just which card is red,
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and which is blue backed. Now replace the two cards face up on the face up deck, being careful to close the two card fan so that the cards go back in the same order they originally had.

Now explain that you will show the two cards slowly so there will be no mistake as to which is which. The right thumb, which is at the rear of the pack, lifts up the rear right corner of the top three cards so that the left little finger may hold a break. Calling attention to the face up card showing, the right thumb and fingers lift off the three top cards as one and turn them face down on the face up pack. The three cards are grasped by the lower right corner to turn them over, and they are not placed square with the rest of the pack, but are pulled back about half the length of the deck and left protruding over the rear end. Attention is called to the back of the card, which is blue, whereupon the right hand takes the three cards as one, exactly as before, and turns them face up on the deck once more. This time, however, they are squared even with the deck. Thus you have apparently shown both the face and back of the top card. The left thumb now slides the top (face) card about half way over the right side of the deck where it is taken by the edge with the right fingers and dropped perfectly flatwise onto the floor. You will find that it will not turn over as it descends, but will drop straight to the floor from any height. The card now face up on the deck will be seen to be the one formerly occupying that position, although you do not call attention to it specifically. Unknown to the spectators, however, it is actually the duplicate of the one originally seen.

As matters now stand, you have placed a blue backed card on the floor in a face up position. Now call attention to the new card on the face of the deck, show its back to be red by using the triple lift, then turn it face up again on the deck, exactly as you did with the first card, and finally drop this one on the floor in a face up position a few feet to the side of the first card. The card remaining face up on the face of the deck will be noted by everyone to be the card that should be there, thanks to your original set up. And don't think they won't notice it, for they most assuredly will.

It only remains now to have one of the spectators name the back colors of the two face cards on the floor, and then have him turn them over. To everyone's surprise the backs of the cards have changed color!

A point that makes the presentation easy to follow is to use a black spot card for the blue backed one; and a red spot card for the red backed one. This helps the spectators remember the colors, and makes the change really surprising.
(If presenting the effect for an audience which is seated, hold the face up deck in the left hand in approximately the first position of the Charlier Pass, but tilt the hand so that the face of the cards may be seen by everyone. The routine may just as easily be performed with the cards in this position, and the effect can be followed quite readily by the audience.)

**THE FINDERS**

**ORVILLE MEYER**

This effect differs with the size of the audience, but in each case the performer appears to have perfect control of the cards.

A deck of cards is riffled, and a spectator inserts his finger or a knife into the pack and removes the card under his finger. This is a free selection, and is not forced. The selected card is replaced upon the deck, and you withdraw two odd cards and show them as you set the deck on the table and cut it to bury the selected card. Explaining that these two odd cards are your “Finder Cards” which you intend to reverse and thrust back into the deck, you ask everyone to note particularly the names of the two cards. To make the feat you are about to perform even more remarkable, you offer to locate the selected card with your “Finders” while the deck is behind your back. Pick up the deck with one hand and place it behind your back, as the other hand with the two “Finder Cards” also goes behind your back for merely a second. The deck is now brought forward and either fanned or ribbon spread on the table. In the center of the spread your two “Finder Cards” are seen to be face up with a face down card between them. Withdrawing these three cards from the deck, you ask the name of the selected card. Upon it being named, you turn over the three cards and the center card is found to be the one selected. Thus in a matter of a second you have managed to insert your two cards into the deck and locate the chosen card!

The effect can be made even more miraculous by having the spectator himself thrust the two cards into the deck while it is behind his back, and thus locate his own selected card. If you are doing the effect for only one or two spectators, we recommend that you follow this latter procedure.

Now for the secret which is really quite simple. You use two duplicate cards, for instance two Four of Diamonds and two Three of Spades. One Four of Diamonds is reversed on top of the deck, and one Three of Spades is reversed on the bottom. Now the duplicate Four of
Diamonds is placed face down on top of the deck, and the duplicate Three of Spades is placed face down on the bottom. Thus both of the reversed cards (the second and fifty-first) are effectively hidden, and you are ready to perform the feat.

Riffle shuffle the deck without exposing the two reversed cards, and then riffle one end of it for the insertion of either the spectator's forefinger or a knife. He withdraws the card thus selected, looks at it and replaces it on top of the deck. Hold the deck with its back slightly tilted and facing the spectator and lift up the inner end of the top card so that you can withdraw the second card from the top. This is your first duplicate “Finder” and it should be removed without exposing the face up card under it. Also remove the bottom card of the deck (your second “Finder” card) and throw them face up on the table as you cut the deck bringing the selected card to the center. Square it up carefully and set it on the table. Thus the selected card is now already sandwiched between the two face up cards unknown to the spectator. Pick up the two “Finder Cards,” explain what you intend to do, and place both the deck and the “Finder Cards” behind your back. As soon as both hands are out of sight, slip the two “Finder Cards” into your hip pocket and bring forth the deck. Upon it being spread on the table or fanned, the reversed cards show up with the selected card between them.

For the second method where the spectator inserts the “Finder Cards” and locates his chosen card, you use the same set up as in the first method, with the addition that you have removed any two cards from the deck and have them hidden in some available place on your person, such as your lower vest pocket. Have a card selected, remove your “Finders,” and explain to the spectator what he is to do. Hand him the pack (which of course, has already been cut to bring his selected card to the center) but keeping the two “Finders” in your own hand. Have him turn around, and the moment his back is turned change the two “Finders” for the two odd cards in your vest pocket. Give these two cards to him behind his back warning him to keep them face up. Actually, however, you hand them to him face down. He follows through, inserts them into the deck, and then brings the deck to the front and finds that he has located his selected card as already explained. While this method is only good for one or two people at the most, it is a stunner in its place.

(Editor’s note: — The trick can be done impromptu without any duplicates, at the same time eliminating the pocketing or switching of the “Finder Cards”. Just use two sets of cards instead of the duplicates, such as the Seven of Diamonds and the Eight of Clubs, and the Seven
of Clubs and the Eight of Diamonds. Use these exactly as described in
the routine. Show the Seven of Diamonds and the Eight of Clubs as your
"Finder Cards," place them behind your back, turn them face down
and insert one near the top and one near the bottom of the deck, and
then bring the deck forward. The two reversed cards showing up in the
spread will be the Seven of Clubs and the Eight of Diamonds, but it will
have to be a very astute spectator who can detect the swindle.)

THREE CHANCES

LU BREN'T

Easy and practical is this method of performing the popular "Here,
There and Everywhere" effect, which heretofore depended largely upon
the execution of top and bottom changes. In the present version I have
eliminated these so that the average card worker may present this
classic for close-up table work with a minimum of skill. Its presentation
however, still requires good patter and timing.

The effect is that a card is selected from a pack, replaced and the
deck shuffled. The performer asks that he be given three chances to
locate the chosen card. Showing card number 1, the spectator is asked
if it is his selected card. He denies it, and it is dropped face down on the
table. Twice more a card is shown, yet neither prove to be the chosen card.
These in turn are placed side by side and face down on the table.
A second person now chooses one of the three cards on the table, and when
turned over it proves to be the chosen card; a second choice is made and
this, too, is the selected card; and finally the third card is turned
over and it's the selected card also. The climax is reached when it is
shown that only one of the three cards on the table is the selected one,
the other two being indifferent cards. Everything may now be examined.

You'll need three Queens of Spades for this trick, one of which may
well be a short card for ease in working. They are distributed in the
deck as follows — two on top with the short Queen being the top card,
and the third Queen second from the bottom of the deck.

Riffle shuffle the deck without disturbing the three Queens. Now force
the top short Queen by using the well-known "Tell me when to stop"
riffle force, slipping the top card to the top of the lower half as the deck
is cut at the point indicated by the spectator. This Queen is replaced
in the pack at any spot desired and, being a short card, you can forget it
entirely for the time being. The pack is again shuffled, keeping the top
Queen and the one second from the bottom in place.

Now offer to locate the chosen card in three chances. Turn the
deck face up and show the bottom card as your first guess. This is
denied, so turn the deck face down in the left hand, glide back the
bottom card with the left third finger, and withdraw the second card
(Queen) from the bottom with the right fingers. Lay this face down
on the table.

For your second guess, double lift the top two cards showing the
face of the second card. This is denied, so turn it face down again, and
deal off the top card (Queen) face down on the table beside the first one.

For your third guess state that you will try a card from the middle
of the deck. Hold the pack face down in the left hand with thumb and
fingers at the sides, and riffle the rear edge of the deck with the right
thumb. At the point where the short card snaps by, cut the deck
bringing the short Queen to the top. (A short card made by trimming
the upper left and lower right corners is the best type to use. With it
you can riffle the upper left edge of the deck with the left thumb, as the
pack is held up near your left ear, stop at the short, and cut the deck
at this point bringing the short Queen to the top.) Now double lift
the two top cards again, show an indifferent card, turn them face down and
deal off the short Queen onto the table beside the first two cards. Thus
you have a row of three cards on the table, none of which the spectator
claims.

At this point, ask the spectator if he is positive that none of the
three cards was his selected card. The answer, of course, is “No.” From
this point on a second person is asked to assist. This person points to
any one of the three cards on the table, and you turn it over to show
that it really is the selected Queen. After everyone has seen it, turn
it face down and drop it to the right of the other two cards but near the
edge of the table.

Now state that everyone is wondering what would have happened had
the assistant happened to point out one of the remaining two cards. As
you mention this, you are still holding the deck in your left hand and have
brought the right hand over the deck. Riffle count the two bottom
cards of the deck with your right thumb and hold a break between them
and the rest of the deck with your left little finger. Now ask the assist­
ant to select another of the two remaining cards. This is turned face
up and found to be the Queen of Spades also. After showing it, turn it face
down and drop it on top of the first Queen which was previously shown
and placed near the edge of the table.

At this moment, you square up the two queens near the edge of the
table and pick them up between your right thumb at the rear, and
your fingers at the front edge. As you do so, look at the assistant and
ask him to see what would have happened had he selected the last card on the table. While he turns this over and finds the Queen of Spades again, you reach over and take the pack out of the left hand with the right and place it on the table, leaving the two indifferent bottom cards (those retained by the little finger below the break) in the left hand. The two Queens in the right hand remained palmed. The left hand throws its two indifferent cards face down on the table as you say, “Most people think that all one needs is three cards all alike, but I can assure you that it is just an illusion.” As this is said, carefully place your right hand in your trousers’ pocket, while your left hand points to the two odd cards just dropped on the table. The spectators will always pick these up to examine them, and the deck, too, only to find everything in order.

A trial or two to smooth out the action is all that is needed to make this a well liked stunt. Surely, it makes an ancient classic much easier to do, and the man who cannot make a good top or bottom change will find this a welcome addition to his repertoire.

**HERE OR THERE**

R. M. JAMISON

This effect is quite different from the usual run of card tricks, mainly because of the unusual presentation. A spectator names aloud any card in the deck. The performer removes it, shows it and proceeds to punch a hole in the top of the card. It is shown both front and back and then hung back outwards, by the hole on the head of a pin stuck in the performer’s lapel.

The performer now selects another card as his own, shows it first and then punches two holes in the top of the card. This card is then hung in like manner on the head of pin stuck in the opposite lapel.

Upon command, the two cards change places, for now the spectator’s freely named card is on the opposite lapel with two holes punched in it, while the performer’s card has moved over to the opposite lapel and has but one punch hole in it! The spectator may remove the two cards and examine them.

The novelty of this effect is very striking. One extra card is needed, and the two duplicates are on top of the deck at the start. Stick a common pin into each lapel in such a fashion that the heads projects sufficiently for the cards to be hung on them.
Present the trick by having a spectator name any card he likes. Fan the deck face towards you, locate the card and slip it to the top of the deck between the two duplicate cards reposing there. Now close up the fan and hold it face down. Remove the top two cards as one, and show the face of the selected card. Replace it (two cards) face up on top of the deck, but extending about a half inch over the front of the deck. Now hold the deck up vertically so that the reversed card on top of the deck is facing you, and remark that you will mark it beyond all question of doubt. Pick up a ticket punch and punch a hole in the card (two cards) near the center of the top edge. To avoid difficulty in lining up the holes later on, hold your punch parallel with the card and the deck, and pushed in as far as the jaws of the punch allow. The side of the punch lays along the top edge of the deck, and the top of the projecting card (s) does not project beyond the side edge of the ticket punch. See illustration. Thus you have set a gauge to be followed later which prevents you from enlarging this hole when you punch it a second time.

After punching the card (s) and showing the face of the selected card once more, turn the two cards face down and in alignment with the top of the deck by grasping the protruding end and turning them over towards you. Then the left thumb slides off the top card (one of the duplicates) and the right hand takes it and, holding it with its back to the audience, hangs it back out on the left lapel.

Now the next two cards are lifted a little at the rear end and are pushed forward as one card. The right fingers move forward to the front of the deck, lift up the two cards as one and turn them face up on top of the deck, but projecting about a half inch over the front of the deck. The card face up is one of your duplicates, and you show it as your selection. Remark that you will mark this one with two punch holes. Gauging the first punch exactly as before lines it up with the hole already in the card underneath the face up one. The second punch is made alongside of it, and through the two cards, and this punch hole need not be measured at all. Just make it to the right of the first hole.
The two cards, as one, are now turned face down on the deck, and the top one (the spectator's card) slid off and hung back outwards on the right lapel. Now palm off the top card of the deck and set the deck aside. Explain what you intend to do, i.e.: have the two plainly marked cards change places, and then after a bit of hocus pocus show that they have done so in spite of the identifying punch holes.

This is a nice stunt to be shown anywhere; an extra card, a punch, and two straight pins being all that is necessary. Hanging the cards on the coat lapels is cute and very effective.

HIDDEN MYSTERY

HERB. RUNGIE

This trick is one of the most baffling effects with a borrowed pack you will ever do, and when used in combination with the trick described at the end you'll find it a very acceptable addition to your repertoire.

You remove a card, say the Five of Diamonds, from a borrowed deck and place it face up on the table. The deck is now shuffled and cut, as you ask one spectator to mention any number. Suppose he calls out the number “16.” You deal sixteen cards, one at a time, into a packet on the table and ask him to look at and remember the top card of the packet dealt. He replaces it on the packet, and you drop the remainder of the deck on top of it.

You pick up the deck once more, ask a second spectator to mention another number (we'll suppose he calls out 14,) and you proceed to deal a second packet of fourteen cards. The second spectator looks at the top card of the packet, remembers it, replaces it on top of the packet, and finally the remainder of the deck is dropped on top of the selected card.

The deck is now given a cut, after which you pick it up with one hand and place it behind your back. You also pick up the Five of Diamonds, which has been laying face up on the table, and place it behind your back with your other hand. You say that you will place the Five of Diamonds into the deck so that it will be next to one of the chosen cards. This you do, for when you bring the deck forward and ribbon spread it across the table top, the Five of Diamonds shows face up in the spread. The card to the left of it, when turned face up, proves to be the first card chosen. The Five of Diamonds is removed and the deck is cut again, once or twice. The same procedure is gone through a second time, and you succeed in locating the second card in the same
manner. And, as the ads say, everything may now be examined!

This trick is a variation of an Annemann effect wherein the spectator locates a chosen card behind his back by inserting an indicator card into the deck.

However in the trick just described, a subterfuge is employed which makes its working incomprehensible. You actually introduce into the borrowed deck two stranger cards. In this case, two Five of Diamonds. As their backs are never seen, they can be from any odd decks.

During the course of some other tricks you add your two extra Five of Diamonds to the borrowed deck, one going face up on the bottom, the other face down in the middle of the deck. The top card of the deck is now slipped to the bottom and effectively hides the face up Five. Now the regular Five of Diamonds belonging to the deck is brought to the top of the pack, and you're set to perform the double location.

Turn the deck face upwards, fan it, remove the "stranger" Five of Diamonds from the center, and place it, face up, on the table. Dovetail shuffle the deck, keeping the top and bottom cards in place, and finally slip the bottom card to the center during a cut or an overhand shuffle. This leaves the deck with your other Five of Diamonds face up on the bottom, and the deck's regular Five of Diamonds on top.

Ask for the first number. Deal the cards one at a time from the top of the deck into a pile on the table, and have the last one dealt noted and replaced. Drop the rest of the deck on top of the pile which puts your face up Five of Diamonds on top of the first noted card. The above maneuver also brings the deck's Five of Diamonds to the bottom. Have a second number called out and again deal a pile of cards to that number. Have the top card of the pile noted and returned, and then drop the remainder of the deck on top of it. This action brings the deck's Five of Diamonds on top of the second selected card. Now you are all set.

Cut the deck once or twice, being careful not to let the reversed card show during this action. Pick up the face up Five of Diamonds from the table, and place it and the deck behind your back. Explain that you will attempt to place the face up Five of Diamonds next to one of the chosen cards. Actually, however, you slip the Five of Diamonds you are holding into your hip pocket, and then bring the deck forward and ribbon spread it across the top of the table. A face up Five of Diamonds is seen (your duplicate "stranger" card.) Pull out the card to the left of it, and it's the first person's card.

Now take out the face up Five of Diamonds, and ask someone to cut the deck once or twice, completing the cut each time. While this
is being done be sure to hold your Five of Diamonds face up and not let it's back be seen, for it's your duplicate card. Pick up the deck with the other hand, place both hands behind your back and say you'll try and locate the second selected card in the same way. As before, slip the duplicate Five of Diamonds you're holding into your hip pocket, and bring the deck forward once again. Ribbon spread it across the table top face down, but this time no revealed card shows up. Apologize, saying that you must have made a mistake and put the Five of Diamonds in upside down. Catch hold of the end card of the spread, and using it as a lever, cause the ribbon of cards to turn themselves over face up. Locate the Five of Diamonds, and next to it will be found the second person's card. The deck may be examined, if anyone is so minded, but you are in the clear for you have gotten away with the two duplicate "Stranger" cards, and no clues are left.

Note by Annemann: This is an excellent trick to do before showing my "one-hand cutting" trick mentioned earlier. Follow up the trick just described by saying that perhaps one of the spectators would like to try it. Have him stand at your left or right, depending upon which hand you use for making a Charlier pass. He takes a card, notes it and puts it back in the deck. You control it and shuffle it to the top, adding one more card on top of it. Now turn up the top card of the deck saying you'll use it as a "locator" card. Leave it face up on top of the deck, and put your hand with the deck behind the spectator's back. (You are both facing front.) As your hand goes out of sight behind his back, make the Charlier pass which brings the reversed top card, and the selected card under it, to the center of the deck. Have him take the deck in one hand and with his other hand remove the top card, but keep it "face up," and stab it into the center of the deck. This he does, and then brings the deck forward and spreads it face down on the table. The face up "locator" card, which was used apparently, is staring upwards in the middle of the spread, and directly under it to its left is found the selected card. Thus he has supposedly done the trick himself, although actually he only pushed an odd, face down card somewhere into the deck thinking he was pushing in the face up "locator."

Thus by using Mr. Rungie's trick first and following with mine, you have brought an interesting routine to a successful finish with definite audience participation. And best of all, you end up with a wholly unprepared deck!
This effect is about as dramatic a presentation of the card in the wallet as it is possible to do. You have a card selected and lay the deck aside as the spectator initials the chosen card. He then gives you the card which you fold very openly and fairly, inside of a square of newspaper. The folded package is now lighted with a match and is held while the flames consume it until but a tiny corner is left which is dropped onto an ashtray to burn to a crisp. You say, “Your marked card is gone, sir, and it would take a real magician to put together the ashes, let alone make them resume the appearance of the card as it formerly was. I am not a magician in that sense, for to actually restore it would be an impossibility. Your card was not burned — I kidnapped it! I might, were I a true magician, have put it behind that drapery, within that chandelier, under the table — but, before your eyes, I hid it close to myself — in my wallet.”

“You see? Inside my pocket — safe with my money. What was that card you selected and marked?” As you say this, you have taken your wallet from your inside pocket. “Look,” you continue, “a rubber band to keep out the moths, and under the glassine window in the middle of the wallet is — your card, sir! Put there by the latest of magical chicanery — from the burning paper to the wallet without a visible singe. Pick it up please; check your signature on it. Right? Thank you. You may keep it as a souvenir,” you say as you shake the card out of the wallet onto a tray, or onto the table.

The method of accomplishing this effect is of the utmost simplicity. There are two definite parts to the trick — the burning of the card, and its reproduction from the wallet.

As you are well aware, no playing card will burn up completely inside a piece of paper. Its thickness causes it to burn much slower, so it should be obvious that you must employ some subterfuge to accomplish the illusion. And here’s the secret. The card that is apparently burned has been printed in offset on a reproduction of a sheet of newspaper.

This is easily arranged as follows:

Cut out a section of the classified advertising page exactly 8½” by 11” in size. Paste a playing card face up on the center of this page. Use an Ace, 2, 3 or 4 of Clubs, or the same values in Spades with the exception of the Ace of Spades. Outline this card with black ink, and then ink in the shadow lines across the top and on the left side of the card, as illustrated. Next paste onto the back of this sheet
another section from the classified advertising page, providing, of course, that the opposite side hasn't already such a set up. Take your paste up job to any good offset house (or your printer can arrange the reproduction for you) and have them make a hundred reproductions, both sides, for you. The cost will be but a few dollars, and you'll have a perfect replica of a playing card resting on a sheet of newspaper.

Take such a prepared sheet and tear about a half inch strip off the four edges of it. Fold the sheet roughly into thirds each way in order to form a packet with the imprinted card on the inside of the middle square. Then open it out to make a regular No. 10 envelope size one-third letter fold, and place it in your inside coat pocket with the folds against your body when the coat is closed.

Now as to the wallet. This is in the same pocket. It's one of the usual three-fold type having a center glassine section, which normally is used for your license or identification cards. Slip a duplicate of the card pictured on the newspaper under the glassine, face up, so that it will be visible immediately upon the wallet being opened.

Encircle the wallet with a heavy and very noticeable rubber band, and place it in your pocket behind the newspaper square. See to it that the folds of the wallet face your body when your coat is closed.

Thus prepared, and I offer no excuses for the modus operandi as I work purely for “effect,” you are ready to present this club item at any point in your program using an unprepared deck of cards.

Force the duplicate of the card already in your wallet. We'll say it's the Two of Clubs. I have always used the following force for this particular trick, and you may like it, too. While shuffling the deck just prior to the force, bring the Two of Clubs to the top. As you approach the person who is to select a card, you cut fourteen or fifteen cards from the bottom of the deck to the top, square the deck, and hold a small flesh break above the Two of Clubs with the left little finger at the right rear corner of the pack. Extend your left hand towards the spectator and riffle the outer left edge of the deck (from the top down) with your left thumb, asking him to say “stop” whenever he likes. In proffering the deck it should be held with the left arm outstretched and at a backward angle from the shoulder, and with the thumb edge of the deck directed to the spectator.

When the spectator says “Stop,” your left thumb stops riffling and
holds an obvious break at that point. Swing your left hand in front of your body, about waist high, and immediately bring your right hand over the deck. In this position, the right fingers grasp the front of the deck, and the thumb the rear. Apparently your right hand picks off all the cards above the break being held by the left thumb at the front edge of the deck. However, the right thumb actually picks off only those cards above the break being held by the left little finger at the rear of the deck, the right fingers meanwhile assisting at the front end of the deck.

As the upper packet is taken in the right hand, the left thumb releases the break it holds at the front of the deck (this action is covered by the right fingers to a great extent) and the left hand immediately proffers the lower half of the deck to the spectator for the withdrawal of the top card (the Two of Clubs.) All this should be done in one continuous move and as a matter of course. Fair choice is prevalent in demeanor, if not in action!

(Editors note: The illustration herewith is not quite accurate — for the left thumb should be holding a decided break on the side of the pack, while the left little finger should be holding a tiny flesh break on the right rear corner.)

The spectator now has his card and is asked to initial it, or mark it in such a manner that he cannot but fail to identify it later. It is very important to the effect that this marking procedure be emphasized. The deck is laid aside at this point, for it is not used again during the trick.

And now it is best to follow the rest of these instructions with a wallet in your pocket, a folded paper in front (near the body) of it, and a single playing card in your hands.

Take the marked card from the spectator with your right hand. Keep it in view. Step back to the front and reach into your inside coat pocket with your left hand and bring out the faked square of newspaper. As the folds of the paper are towards your body, and thus on the thumb side, the paper is easily flipped open. The card is placed into the semi-folded newspaper, but when it is behind it (from the audience's point of view) the right hand tilts the card to conform with the left palm and shoves the end of the card, as far as possible, under the left thumb.
The right hand is grasping the paper with fingers on the outside nearest the audience, and it is important that the right thumb, which is on the inside, be upon the edge of the pictured card as though it is holding it in place against the paper. The right hand now pulls the newspaper away from the left hand and turns the newspaper around to let the audience see the Two of Clubs apparently being held against the paper. The left hand simultaneously drops with its back toward the audience, and with the real Two of Clubs palmed, and without any hesitation goes immediately into your left trousers pocket and brings out a paper of matches. The palmed card, of course, being left in the pocket.

Toss the paper of matches to a nearby spectator with the request "Please light a match — any one." While he does so, you deliberately and openly fold the newspaper in all directions around the pictured card. As the spectator proffers you the lighted match, turn the paper package over several times between the fingers of both hands to let it be seen that everything is fair, and incidentally to allow your hands to be seen empty otherwise.

The package is lighted and burns quickly to the accompaniment of the patter as already outlined. It is held with the right hand, as the left, which is not otherwise being employed, is casually inserted into your left trousers pocket and palms the marked Two of Clubs. Do not be in any hurry to move the left hand from the pocket, just let it rest there until the moment the right hand is forced to drop the last bit of burning newspaper. As this occurs, withdraw the left hand from the trousers pocket, with the Two of Clubs palmed, and reach into your inside coat pocket. Grasp the wallet with the fingers behind it and bring it out into view. The palmed card is held against the back of the wallet, and is thus hidden as the left hand is turned over to exhibit the wallet resting lengthwise on its palm. The left hand is held somewhat to the left of the body. Peel the rubber band off the wallet with the right hand, and toss it out into the audience to the accompaniment of the patter suggested.

The right hand now opens out the wallet and the Two of Clubs is seen under the glassine section inside the wallet. The bottom edge of the wallet should, at this point, be towards the floor. Grasp this bottom edge with the right hand (the top edge of the wallet is still being held by the left thumb resting on the glassine section, while the left fingers are behind the case) and allow the two outer sections of the wallet to close automatically onto the center section. This is intentional, although not obviously so, and serves to hide the enclosed card for a second. Both hands now swing towards the center of your body and, at this point, the right hand pulls the wallet away from the left hand and leaves the
palmed and marked Two of Clubs in view in the left hand. Apparently the left hand has pulled the card out of the wallet. This action takes place as you start toward the person who chose the card, and you now hand him his originally marked card. If timed properly there need be no suspicion of trickery.

That’s the trick as I do it. There is no trying to load a card into a wallet, no fumbling, and no jerky pulls trying to get the wallet off of a clip as happens with other methods. Just reach into your pocket and remove the wallet in one smooth, continuous move perfectly synchronized with your patter. It’s natural, and there are no interruptions or unnecessary movements. The effect is clean and deliberate throughout, so toss away your sleight-of-hand methods and devote your thoughts and actions to showmanship!

A final thought. Some may be tempted to peel a card down to its final thickness, and to try to use this with a real piece of newspaper. Don’t. You will find that the newspaper still burns quicker than the layer of card, and this will spoil the effect. The patter and intent of the whole effect is that the card disappears. It must not, under any circumstances, appear that the selected card is taking time to burn.

A CARD IN FLIGHT
LES GILBERT

This is an exceptionally clever version of causing a chosen and marked card to vanish from the deck only to be found by the spectator in the performer’s pocket. The fact that the card is marked and seen in the pack up to the very last minute makes it a superb piece of card conjuring.

The preparation required takes but a few minutes, and consists of converting the pips at one end of the Jack of Spades with india ink. See illustration A. Such a card may be shown either as the Jack of Clubs or the Jack of Spades depending upon which end of the card is hidden by the fingers. This prepared card plus the regular Jack of Spades are
used, and both are on the bottom of the deck at the start. The regular Jack of Spades is the bottom card, and the prepared Jack is second from the bottom with the Club end outward. The regular Jack of Clubs is removed from the deck entirely. Now follow the following routine.

Hand the Joker, or any indifferent card, to the spectator to use as an indicator card with which to select a card. Riffle shuffle the deck leaving the two bottom cards in place, and then undercut about twenty cards and place them on top of the deck, holding a break between the halves at the right rear corner with the left little finger. The Jack of Spades is now directly above the little finger.

Ask the spectator to push the Joker into the deck at the squared front end, but see to it that he pushes it in below the upper portion. Hold the deck face down and parallel with the floor as this is done. Have the Joker pushed in sidewise, and raise the deck so that it faces the spectator. The right thumb lifts the upper portion above the break, and pushes this portion up about an inch behind the protruding Joker. See illustration B. Now the right fingers press against the face of the Joker while the right thumb presses against the rear of the upper portion, squeezes them together, and pulls them entirely free of the pack. Illustrations B1, and B2 shows this action. Thus the Joker is brought against the face of the Jack of Spades, and you’ve forced the Jack in a clean cut manner.

Hold the packet with the right hand for a moment so that the spectator may see the card at which he apparently cut and, of course, he sees the lower half of the real Jack of Spades. Immediately replace the right
hand packet on top of the deck, leaving the Joker protruding, and hold a break between the packets as before. Now reach for your pencil and hand it to the spectator with the request that he initial his selected card so that there can be no mistake as to its identity.

The left hand, which is holding the pack, is raised a bit so that the right fingers may bend back the packet above the Joker for the spectator to initial the Jack of Spades, which is the bottom card of this upper packet. As the Jack is being marked, the right thumb at the rear end of the pack lifts up the rear of the upper packet above the break, and allows one card (the Jack of Spades) to drop onto the lower portion of the pack, illustration C. As this card snaps down, the left finger which has been holding the break moves out of the way. Now the right fingers allow the front end of the upper portion to snap back onto the Joker, and the right thumb, which is now holding the break, pushes the upper packet forward a bit onto the back of the Joker. As you do so, both hands are lowered so that the deck is once again parallel with the floor. (This is the same maneuver as used in the force.) The left little finger, or the third finger, now presses on the top card of the lower packet to anchor it, while the right fingers and thumb pull the upper packet and Joker off the deck exactly as before. The top card of the left hand (lower) packet is now the regular Jack of Spades which has been initialed.

The right hand packet is raised facing the spectator, and so far as he is concerned things are exactly as before, for he still sees the lower half of the Jack of Spades (the fake card) protruding below the Joker. Now the right hand places its packet face up on the table for a moment, while you look directly at the spectator and ask to have your pencil returned. As you make this request, bring your two hands together and palm off the regular Jack of Spades with the right hand. Lay the packet of cards on the table, take back the pencil, transfer it to the right hand and put it in your side coat pocket together with the palmed card.

Now pick up the Joker packet with its fake Jack of Spades still visible, and keeping this at the inner end, turn the packet over sidewise and proceed to give it a good overhand shuffle. Remark that impossible as it may seem the marked Jack will vanish. Turn the packet face upwards once more, being careful to turn it over sidewise as before, and fan the cards slowly. The Jack of Spades has disappeared! The reason being, of course, that the faked card now shows as the Jack of Clubs in the fan. The spectator now reaches into your pocket and finds his initialed Jack of Spades. For a stunning close-up trick, and one giving the appearance of exceptional sleight-of-hand ability, it's a hard one to beat!

Editor’s note:—If you can do a good, one hadn top palm with the
left hand, the working of the trick may be made even smoother. At the
point where you ask for the return of the pencil, lay the packet of cards
on the table with the left hand, palming the top card —the Jack of
Spades—as you do so. Now take back the pencil with the right hand,
transfer it to the left and return the pencil to your upper right vest pocket.
As you do this, drop the palmed card into your inside coat pocket, and
at the same time reach forward with the right hand to pick up the Joker
packet. All the movements blend into one, making the pocketing of the
card entirely unnoticeable. Later when the spectator finds the card in your
inside coat pocket, it seems even more remarkable.

THE SUPER EYE POPPER

JESS E. MILLS

Here's a smart "Ambitious Card" routine with the faked Jack of
Clubs-Spades card used in the foregoing trick. Have this card on the
bottom of the deck with the Spades end at the inner end of the deck,
and have the regular Jack of Spades on top of the deck. As in the pre­
ceeding trick, the regular Jack of Clubs has been left out of the deck.

Turn the deck face up, hiding the faked Spade pips under your
right thumb, so that the face card appears to be the Jack of Clubs. Now
run through the deck slowly showing each card, and reversing their order,
so that as you finish the deck the regular Jack of Spades becomes the
face card. Remove this card and lay it face up on the table.

Now turn the deck face down in the left hand, turning it end for
end, which brings the Spade pips of the faked Jack to the front end of
the deck. Pick up the regular Jack of Spades and place it face down
on top of the deck. Show it once more by lifting up the front end of it
and bending it back. Slide it off the deck, take it with the right hand and
place it, face down, second from the top. Riffle the edge of the deck
with the left thumb, and then lift up the outer end of the top card and
show the fake Jack of Spades by bending back the card. The Jack has
apparently climbed back to the top!

Let it snap back onto the deck, slide it off with the left thumb, take
it face down with the right hand and replace it under the top card once
again. Riffle the deck as before, lift back the outer end of the top card
and show the Jack of Spades once more on top. Slide it off with the left
thumb, take it with the right hand, show it freely and then place it
face down in the center of the deck. Riffle the deck once more and bend
back the fake Spade end of the top card showing the Jack apparently on top again.

Pick off this fake card with the right hand and, holding it so that the Club end is hidden by the fingers, place it on the bottom of the deck by sliding it face down under the deck with the Club end nearest you. Riffle the deck once again and then turn it face up, turning it end for end and immediately covering the Spade end of the faked card nearest you with your left thumb. The bottom card now shows as the Jack of Clubs. Bring your hands together immediately, place your right thumb over your left, withdraw the latter, and push the deck well down into the crotch of the right thumb so that the fake Spade pips are hidden. Now fan the deck slowly face upwards and locate the real Jack of Spades somewhere near the center. Casually cut the deck and complete the cut, and then hand it to the spectator so that the Jack of Clubs end of the fake card will be at the outer end of the pack as he holds it. He may then fan through the deck, as he probably will, with little likelihood of spotting the faked card.

CARD ON THE WING

This is another variation of Mr. Mills using the same faked Jack. As before, the real Jack of Clubs is left out of the deck. The Jack of Spades is used, but has been removed and placed in your pocket. The fake card, showing as the Jack of Spades at the outer end of the deck, is placed 10 or 15 cards from the bottom. All other face cards are removed from below it, and placed further up in the deck.

To present, introduce the deck and give it a false shuffle and cut, retaining the bottom stock of cards in place. The deck is now held in an upright or vertical position by the left hand, while the right fingers get ready to riffle the top of the deck. A spectator is asked to make a mental note of the first picture card he sees and, of course, he notes the Jack of Spades. You now cut the deck and give it a good shuffle. Now turn the deck face up in your left hand, by turning it over end for end, hand it to the spectator to fan through and pick out his selected card. He cannot find it; and the mystery is solved, so far as you are concerned, when you nonchalantly produce it from your pocket. If you feature the "Card in the Wallet" trick, then try the above. It's clean, snappy and sure-fire!
MIRACLES OF CARD MAGIC

UNIFLIGHT
ORVILLE MEYER

Effect:—A card is chosen by a spectator and the pack is then separated into two halves which are secured by rubber bands. Each half contains 26 cards, and the spectator notes carefully in which half his card is located. The chosen card now passes from one packet to the other, where it is discovered reversed. The packets are counted again and are found to consist of 25 and 27 cards respectively, proving that one card actually did travel from packet to packet.

This is a most convincing effect and depends upon a cleverly faked card. Get one extra duplicate of any card in the pack, say the Two of Clubs. This is glued, at one end only, to the back of any other card in the pack. (Editor’s note: Rather than glue, use a strip of Scotch Tape and make a hinged card, as illustrated. Such a card will give much more latitude in working.) With such a card in the deck, the cards may be fanned or counted, and only 52 will be seen with no duplicates visible. However, with this faked card on top, the rear one — the Two of Clubs — may be raised at the free end by the right fingers and shown, as the pack is held in the left hand.

Now to the back of any other card in the deck affix a bit of wax or diachylon at two opposite corners, and to this card — but back to back with it — press the regular Two of Clubs, as illustrated. Have this double card about thirteenth from the bottom of the face down deck with the Two of Clubs facing upwards, i.e. reversed in the deck. The hinged fake card is on top of the deck.
Introduce the effect by having a spectator insert his finger into the end of the deck as you riffle it. Slip force the top faked card by slipping it down onto the top of the lower half of the deck, as you separate the cards at the point indicated by the spectator. Lay the upper half of the deck to one side. Holding the lower half of the deck in your left hand, raise the outer free end of the faked card with your right fingers, so that the spectator notes the Two of Clubs. Let the Two of Clubs fall back on top, and then push the faked card off the right side of the packet with the left thumb. Take it with your right hand and place it on top of the heap just laid aside.

You are still holding the bottom half of the deck in your left hand, so turn it face up and slowly and fairly count off twenty-six cards face up on the table. The waxed double card, with the duplicate Two of Clubs on its back, goes through the count unnoticed. These 26 cards (really 27) are now secured with a rubber band. If there are not twenty-six cards, take a few from the bottom of other heap, showing each one as you do so. If on the other hand there are more than twenty-six, place the extra ones on the bottom of the opposite heap. Lay this packet of 26 cards aside temporarily.

Now pick up the other heap and show the Two of Clubs still on top by lifting up the free end of the faked card. After showing it, push it into the center of the packet, or cut it to the center, and then secure the packet with a second rubber band, saying, "We will also secure this remaining half (really only 25 cards) with another band."

You're all set now for the transposition, for after a magic hocus pocus or two, you slowly count this second packet face up on the table, one card at a time, and the Two of Clubs has disappeared! And in keeping with its disappearance, there are only 25 cards to be seen, the faked card, of course, showing up as an indifferent card. Picking up the first packet, you slip off the elastic and fan through it face down. Near its center is found the face up Two of Clubs. Remove this, separating it from the card to which it was stuck and lay it face up on the table. Turn the packet face upwards, and count the cards one at a time onto the face up Two of Clubs. There are 27 cards in all, proving conclusively that one actually did pass across to the other packet.

LOST AND FOUND

J. E. WHEELER

Many card effects have a sound beginning and a weak ending, while others are built in just the opposite manner. For that reason this pair of
tricks should be found welcome. Together they make a clean and complete discovery with a novel climax. Separately they may be used either as a force, or as a finale in conjunction with other card effects.

You have a card selected quite fairly and then the spectator shuffles it back into the deck himself. The deck is now dropped into a goblet with the back of the deck towards the audience. A silk handkerchief is thrown over the deck in the glass, and a spectator is requested to grasp the deck by its sides through the silk and lift it clear of the glass. He does so, but one card remains back outwards in the goblet. When the spectator names the card he selected (which he could have marked) it is seen to be the one left in the goblet, as the latter is turned around. Nothing is used in this effect but the goblet, the cards, a silk handkerchief and a knife.

The working of the effect depends on a narrow card. Just trim one-sixteenths off one side of any black Ace, two, three, four or five spot. With such a card in the deck and the latter held in your left hand face down, the left thumb can instantly locate it while riffling down the side of the deck. Upon locating it, as it snaps past, cut the deck at this point and bring the narrow card to the bottom.

The deck is now held face down in the left hand from above, with the fingers curving around the left side of the pack and the thumb in a like position on the right side. The left third finger tip is underneath in such a position as to make drawing back the bottom card about half an inch very easy and, at the same time, unnoticed. (This is known as the "Glide.")

With the deck held as described, the spectator is handed a knife and asked to insert it anywhere he pleases into the front end of the deck. As he does so, you glide back the bottom card. Now the right thumb presses down on the top of the knife blade, with the tip of the thumb near and almost touching the front end of the deck, while the right first finger curls
under the deck and presses upwards against the packet of cards below
the knife. With the bottom packet and the knife thus clamped between
the right thumb and first finger, both are removed by pulling them forward
and out of the left hand. See illustration. The bottom card of the lower
packet, which had been pulled back with the left third finger, now auto­
matically becomes the bottom card of the upper packet as the left fingers
close tightening their hold on the cards. This card can now easily be
squared with the deck, either by pushing it forward with the left third
finger, or with the left little finger which will naturally be free behind the
rear edge of the deck.

"Remember the card you have cut at," you say, as you tip up this
left hand packet, so that the spectator may see the bottom (narrow force)
card. Do not make any attempt to look at it yourself, in fact it's best to
turn your head to one side as the spectator looks at the card. "Here, take
them all and mix them up yourself," you say handing him both packets
of cards. While he does this, pick up the goblet and exhibit it in an off­
hand manner, and then replace it on your table.

Take back the deck, give it one or two cuts, riffling to the short
card and bringing it to the bottom once again. Place the deck, back out­
wards, in the goblet and cover it with the silk handkerchief.

The goblet should be one that does not bind the deck, and also
allows it to protrude about an inch above the brim so that the spectator
can get a good hold on the edges of the cards through the handkerchief
when he lifts out the deck. Have the spectator stand facing the audience
and to the left of the table when lifting out the deck. The selected card
being narrower than the others, and being the rear card of the deck,
remains in the glass as the deck is removed. It is then revealed as already
explained. The entire effect seems to have been accomplished by the assist­
ing spectator himself so far as the audience is concerned, which only adds
to the mystery.

RENOVATED SPHINX CARD TRICK
EDDIE CLEVER

Old and well known card tricks which make use of specially printed
faked cards can often be improved and modernized to make present day
miracles. Here is an up-to-the minute version of the old "Sphinx Card
Trick" which has graced so many magic catalogues through the years.

The effect is as follows for those who may have forgotten it. Any
three spectators select as many cards from a shuffled deck and initial the
face of the cards. These are dropped into a hat and the performer asks
one spectator for the name of his card. This is removed from the hat
and replaced in the deck. Now the two remaining spectators name their
cards, but when they look in the hat these two cards have vanished, and
the card they had seen the performer place in the deck has returned to the hat in some unaccountable manner.
Upon spreading the deck, the two missing cards are found reposing in the center. The three selected cards
may now be shown one by one.

Faked cards are employed, of course, but they are natural and unsuspected. One is the familiar double
backed card to match the deck being used; the other is made as per the illustration. This card has had the
7 index at one end erased, and an 8 index drawn in. This faked card is placed on top of the deck, and the
double backed card is placed on top of it. The real Eight of Clubs is in
a position to be forced, and as you have three chances to do this it should offer no problem.

When the three cards have been selected (one of which is the forced Eight of Clubs) they are returned face up on top of the deck after being initialed. The Eight of Clubs being returned first so that it occupies the third position from the top. Now the 5 top cards are turned over face down onto the deck. In as much as the spectators realize you are turning over three cards, the addition of the other two will go unnoticed. Now the three top cards are openly thumbed off into the hat. Thus, in the fairest way possible you have placed into the hat the real Eight of Clubs, plus the double backed card and the faked Seven of Clubs. The remaining two selected cards are now on top of the deck, so you cut the deck burying them in the center, and place the deck on the table.

Turn to the three people assisting in the trick and, as if by chance, look at the one who selected the Eight of Clubs and ask him to name his card. When he does, you reach into the hat and bring out the double backed card and the faked 7 of Clubs as one card, holding your finger over the 7 index and allowing the 8 index to show. Thus the two cards appear to be the Eight of Clubs, so replace it face up on top of the deck which is held in the left hand. Now tilt the deck so that everyone may get another look at the fake Eight of Clubs, keeping your left thumb over the 7 index, and then pick up the card with your right hand and turn it face down on top of the deck. Slip cut this faked card to the center, which leaves the double backed card on top of the pack.

Now finish as outlined in the effect. On looking into the hat the two spectators find only the genuine, initialed Eight of Clubs. The deck is
run through face up with the 7 end of the fake card showing, and the other two spectator's cards are found in the deck. The pack may even be handed to a spectator, after you have palmed off the double backed card, and he may search through the deck himself just as long as you see to it that the 7 index of the faked card is upwards. This is an excellent close-up item and provides the maximum of effect with a minimum of skill. It can be used anytime simply by carrying the two necessary extra cards in your wallet, and the deck to match in your pocket. Just as a precaution, it might be well to ask the spectators to initial their cards in the index corners. Thus there will be little chance of the person selecting the Eight of Clubs challenging you when you show the faked card, for he will presume that your thumb is covering his initials as you hold the card by one index corner.

THE MUTILATED CARD

RUSSELL PRUNIER

Here's a torn and restored card trick that, from an audience standpoint, really has rhyme and reason. The card is restored with the sections taped together, which is a lot more logical than the fallacious method wherein the torn pieces unite into a completely restored card. Modern audiences know that a magician is clever rather than supernatural, so why not perform the trick with a natural climax and get credit for being clever. The following, up-to-the-minute version by Russell Prunier is the perfect answer.

The effect is as follows. One card is selected from a shuffled deck and the spectator is asked to tear the card into quarters. An elastic band is now furnished and the spectator snaps it around the torn pieces. You take this packet and hand it to another spectator together with a piece of paper and ask him to wrap up the torn packet. As he starts to do so, you slip out one of the torn pieces and return it to the person who selected the card asking him to hold it for later identification. At this point, and with very little comment, you show a roll of adhesive tape. Just make the remark that the only way to mend torn pieces is with tape, and set the roll down on your table in view of all. Now approach the person holding the tissue wrapped packet and hand him an ashtray or plate. Have him place the packet on the plate and touch a lighted match to it. There is a blinding flash of flame following which the assistant is asked to show everyone what he finds on the plate. He picks up the three pieces of card, but they are now joined together in proper fashion with adhesive tape. These are
passed along to the original selector of the card, who matches up the odd corner he is holding and finds that the mended card is actually the one he selected at the start of the trick!!!

The preparation consists of taking a duplicate card and tearing it into quarters. Now take three of these, as in the illustration, and fasten them together with quarter inch tape, one piece on the front and one piece on the back. Fold number 1 over on top of number 2, and bend number 3 underneath. The separate piece is now laid face out on top of side number 3. (See second illustration.) Snap a rubber band around all, and place the packet in your left trousers' pocket. Have a piece of flash paper about four inches square in your right coat pocket, and some matches, elastic band, and a roll of adhesive tape handy. Now you're all set.

Force the duplicate of the torn card on a spectator, and ask him to tear it into quarters, and to secure them in a packet with the rubber band you furnish. While this is being done, palm the duplicate, taped packet from your trousers' pocket with your left hand. Take the packet of torn pieces from the spectator with your right hand, turn slightly to your left, and pretend to place the spectator's packet into your left hand. Actually, you palm the spectator's packet in your right hand, and simultaneously open your left hand letting the duplicate packet be seen. Hand this to another spectator, while your right hand reaches into your side coat pocket, disposes of the spectator's pieces, and brings forth the piece of flash paper. Hand this to the second spectator who is holding the elastic bound packet and then, merely as an afterthought, slide the loose index corner out of the packet and hand it to the first spectator. You now introduce the roll of adhesive, as already mentioned, and set it on the table. The second spectator wraps up the packet in the piece of flash paper, sets it on the ashtray and ignites it. There is a resultant flash as the paper disappears, leaving the packet of torn pieces on the ashtray. He picks up the packet, unwraps the elastic band and finds — the torn pieces joined together with the pieces of adhesive. The first spectator now matches up the corner piece he is holding which completes the card, and you get credit for really doing a clever bit of conjuring!
This trick is one which is far superior to most closing tricks and, because of its apparent frankness, has the distinct advantage of making friends with the audience, even though you turn the tables on them at the finish.

The effect consists of explaining to the audience that tricks with playing cards can be traced back to books of some 300 years ago. Indeed one of the first of these was the then miraculous feat of making one card change into another.

You proceed to demonstrate this as you patter along, color changing the face card of the pack once or twice. You then explain how magic has improved through the ages, and state that the changing of one card’s face, or denomination, is today considered of little moment by the modern magician. Today is the age of mass production and effort, and magicians have had to keep up with the times. For example, you call attention to the fact that the deck you have been using is blue backed. This you hand to a spectator with the request that he remove four cards of the same value, suggesting that he take out the Jacks, as they are knaves and shouldn’t be left at large anyway. The remainder of the deck is then returned to you and laid aside. You now pick up another deck with red backs, fan it, and pick out four cards before setting this deck aside also.

You fan the four cards thus removed and show them as four Sevens. You also show the backs of them to be red, as they should be. The fan of four cards is now closed, and the packet held in your left hand face out as in the regular color change. Passing your right hand over the face card of the packet it is seen to change to a Jack of the same suit. The packet is immediately fanned again and the four cards are all seen to be Jacks. When the fan is turned over, the backs have changed to blue! To conclude the little story, you close up the fan, drop the packet on top of the blue backed deck and remark, “And that’s how a magician takes care of difficulties today. No matter how many cards are involved, he can make both the faces and backs of the cards all change at one and the same time. Thus he keeps his deck complete.”

The answer to this beautiful bit of deception is roughened cards. The preparation of the cards is shown in the accompanying illustration, which indicates how and where the roughing fluid is applied. Note that both the backs and faces are treated at either ends in the order designated in the diagram.
These eight cards appear to be but four due to the adhesive quality of the roughing fluid and are, of course, the “four” cards removed from the red deck for the trick. Before fanning them, they are squared face down in your left hand. The right hand then picks them up with the thumb on the face side and the index finger at the back. In this position the four are fanned and shown as four Sevens while the backs show as red. You need have no worry about fanning them, for treated as described they will fan perfectly when spread with one hand in the manner explained. However, it is a help, when learning where to grasp them for the first fan, to mark the proper end with a pencil.

Thus four Sevens are shown in the first fan and, when turned around, the backs are seen to be red, as they should be. Everything then is in order, so far as the audience is concerned. The fan is now closed and held face outwards in the left hand ready for the regular color change sleight. The face card, a Seven, is changed into a Jack by palming off the rear Jack in the right hand and depositing it on the face card of the packet, as the right hand passes in front of it. This is the elementary color change.

Now the face card is a Jack. The right hand takes the packet from the left by grasping it at the far left side and thus reversing the packet (turning it end for end) as it is exhibited. The packet is now fanned once again, with thumb in front and fingers behind, and all the four cards are seen to be Jacks. The roughing treatment plus the change of one card from the back of the packet to the front takes care of this problem. And when the fan is turned around the backs of the cards are seen to be blue!
You can easily obtain roughing fluid from your magic dealer today, and if you do not care to prepare the cards yourself the dealer will be glad to do it for you. One word of caution though. In using the fluid be sure to apply it with a small wad of cotton in a single stroke across the surface of the card. Try not to deposit more than a very thin layer of fluid on any one spot. Then let the cards dry for a day or so before using them. Do not, under any circumstances, try to match up the pairs until all the cards are perfectly dry.

Editor's Note: About the time the above effect appeared in "The Jinx," Dr. Rothbart sent a similar trick to Max Holden. The effect, as I remember it, was most effective and depended upon the principle just explained. You counted off two packets of four cards each, one from a red deck and one from a blue deck. Both of these were fanned, one in each hand, and showed four Aces in the right hand fan, and four Kings in the left hand fan. The fans were closed for a moment, and when refanned, the Aces and Kings had changed places as well as the colors of the backs of the cards. The effect, as you can well appreciate, was truly magical although effortless on your part. Knowing the principle employed, you can easily figure it out. You will, of course, have to lay one packet down temporarily under some pretext or another so that you can turn the packets end for end. Dr. Rothbart claimed that he had been using roughing fluid for a great many years, and it may well be that he was one of the first persons, if not the first, to employ it.

VICE—VERSA

DR. DALEY

This effect is a tricky transposition of two cards that's very thought provoking. It is far from difficult even though it employs the Mexican Turnover, for it makes good use of this sleight as a trick rather than as a Monte effect. The fact that it may be done with any borrowed pack of cards is a definite asset, even though a double faced card is worked into the effect. Its use is never suspected, and you easily get rid of it so as to finish with just the original, borrowed deck.

We will suppose that this double faced card has the Ace of Clubs on one side, and the Two of Diamonds on the other. The slight preparation consists of removing the regular Ace of Clubs and placing it secretly in your right trousers' pocket, face outwards. The Two of Dia-
monds is brought to the bottom of the deck, and finally the double face card, with the Ace side outwards, is palmed onto the bottom of the deck completing it.

After a riffle shuffle, which leaves the two bottom cards in place, turn the deck face upwards and say you will need a couple of cards for your next effect. Throw out the Ace of Clubs (double faced card) face up on the table. Then take off the Two of Diamonds, and lay the deck aside. Now request everyone to pay strict attention so as not to miss what happens.

Pick up the Ace and hold it a few inches above the table to emphasize it, and then lay it down again with the Ace side showing. Hold the Two of Diamonds in your right hand. Remark that you will leave the Ace on the table, but face down. Accompany this remark by apparently flipping the Ace over with the Two of Diamonds you are holding. Actually, however, you employ the well known Mexican Turnover moves but with the following variation which carries it a step further. Push the Two spot under the right side of the Ace, flip the Ace over exchanging the two cards, and retain the double faced card in your right hand with the Two of Diamonds side upwards. In short, both cards are turned completely over during the exchange. The result being that the Ace is apparently face down on the table, while your right hand still holds the Two of Diamonds. The illusion is perfect, even with a not too good Mexican Turnover, and no one has any reason to suspect that the face down card is not the Ace of Clubs.

At this point say, "Watch everything closely," and slowly place the Two spot in your trousers' pocket. Actually, however, you push it into the very top of the pocket, while your hand continues downward to the bottom bulging out the pocket. Remove your empty hand saying, "Now, which card is which? Do you remember?"

They'll swear that the Ace is on the table and the Two spot is in your pocket which, of course, is what you want them to say. Pretend to be surprised and accuse them of not paying attention. Reach into your pocket, bring out the Ace of Clubs and, at the same time, pull the pocket inside out. The card in the upper corner remains hidden. Drop the Ace face upwards on the table and ask anyone to turn over the other card. It's the Two spot! Everything may now be checked. The trick is complete, the deck is complete, and the double faced card is safely out of the way.
This exceptional club effect was one of Nate Leipzing’s favorites, and should receive careful consideration by all those who want practical and well conceived material.

Two packs of cards are at hand, and a spectator selects one. You remove your pack from its case, hold it with the faces of the cards towards the audience, and openly remove all thirteen of the Club suit. The remainder of the deck is tossed aside, and the thirteen cards are deliberately arranged — with faces still towards the audience — from Ace to King, and with the Ace on the face of the packet. Two wide elastic bands are now used to secure the packet at top and bottom. These are made from three-quarter inch garter elastic and of a size to just fit the packet snugly without binding. The packet, thus secured, is set on your table, or in a glass, with the Ace of Clubs in view and facing the audience.

You now take the spectator’s pack and give it several genuine shuffles. The spectator runs through the cards himself and removes the Club suit as each card is reached. You take these, show that they are well mixed, and then fan them face down for the spectator to select one. He shows it around for all to see, and then replaces it in the fan of thirteen — but face up. The fan is closed up, and two elastic bands are slipped around it exactly as was done with the first packet. This packet is given to the spectator to hold.

Now you explain the sympathy which exists between the two Club packets and how, because of this, your packet, which was arranged from Ace to King, will invisibly shuffle itself into the same arrangement as the group being held by the spectator. He removes the bands from his packet, and holds the latter squared and with the bottom face card, the Five of Clubs, towards the audience. You pick up the first packet, hold it face towards the spectators, remove the two elastic bands, and the Ace of Clubs, which has been in view throughout, is seen to have become a Five of Clubs. Thus it matches the spectator’s first card!

The spectator removes his face card to reveal the next one, you follow suit, and your second card is seen to match his. As the action continues, of a sudden the spectator reveals a card back outwards on the face of his packet — the chosen and reversed card. You show that your next card is also reversed, and both cards are shown to be the same.
And the remainder of the cards in both packets match up, card for card, to a successful conclusion.

The preparation consists of making 12 double face cards in the following combinations. All suits are Clubs. (An excellent description of how to make these double face cards will be found on page 409 of Hugard's "Expert Card Technique."

The combinations:

- Ace-Ten
- Two-Six
- Three-Four
- Four-Three
- Five-King
- Six-Two
- Eight-Jack
- Nine-Queen
- Ten-Ace
- Jack-Eight
- Queen-Nine
- King-Five

The 7 of Clubs is left unprepared, but is included with the packet.

To set the deck you will use, arrange the double faced cards, including the unprepared 7 of Clubs, before you from Ace to King. Hold the remainder of the deck (minus the Club suit) before you face up, and distribute the thirteen Clubs haphazardly throughout the deck so as to mix them up in value order. Replace this deck in its case.

Now take the deck the spectator will use and from it remove the thirteen Clubs. Set them, from back to face: 5-9-8-A-Q-J-7-2-K-3-4-6-10. In order to save memorizing this arrangement, I mark the backs of these cards so that the entire suit can be set from 1 to 13 quickly. Mark the back of the 5 of Clubs as 1; the 9 of Clubs as 2, etc. Use any simple system of little dots for this. Put these thirteen cards on top of the deck and replace the pack in its case, face down. Have your four elastic bands at hand.

Show the decks and ask a spectator to point to either one. If he selects the double faced faked pack, thank him, lay the other deck aside, and proceed. If he takes the other, say that is his and ask him to hold it for the time being. Remove the cards from your case and hold them with the face of the bottom card towards the audience. Run through them and remove the Club suit. Then openly arrange them from Ace to King, with the Ace on the face of the packet. Now slip two of the elastic bands around the packet, as illustrated. The rear card of this packet facing you is the Five of Clubs, and the wide elastics are used to cover the upper and lower Club spots leaving only the center one showing. Thus the rear card appears to be an Ace of Clubs and matches the face card of the packet.
In putting this packet on the table, just turn it over so that the five spot side is up. That's all! The Ace, which the audience has seen, is apparently still at the face of the packet. (If you use a glass to exhibit your packet, be sure that when the spectator comes up to assist you he cannot get a view of the rear card of the packet. Just keep him well in front of the glass.)

Now ask the spectator for his pack, remove it from its case, and give it two or three genuine riffle shuffles. The 13 arranged Clubs on top of this pack are thus distributed through the pack without disturbing their order. Hand the deck face up to the spectator. He deals through the deck, one at a time, and lays aside each Club as he comes to it. (He can deposit them on your outstretched palm, or onto a small tray or plate.) This packet of 13 Clubs is still in the same order in which you previously stacked it, but simply reversed.

Now ask the spectator to step up beside you, as you show the 13 Clubs well mixed, and then fan them face down for him to select one. Actually you force the 7 of Clubs, which is the center card of the fan. He shows it around, while you hold a break at the point in the fan from where he withdrew it. Have him return the 7 of Clubs to the same spot in the fan — but face up. Now square up the fan, the face card of which is the Five of Clubs, and encircle it with the two remaining elastic bands in the same manner as you secured the first packet. Be open about this, allowing the Five of Clubs on the face of the packet to be seen by the audience, although not making an obvious point of it.

For the finish, the spectator removes the elastic bands from his packet, and holds it with the Five of Clubs full face to the audience. You pick up your packet, remove the elastic bands, and what was originally the Ace of Clubs on the face of your packet is now seen to be the Five of Clubs. The effect continues, are described, until the chosen 7 of Clubs is found reversed in the spectator's packet. As you remove the previous card from the face of your packet—you always let him remove his face card first—a back out card is seen on your packet. This, too, is the 7 of Clubs, and it shows automatically in your packet because it was the only regular card in your set up, and is, of course, the middle card of the original stack. Continue on to the finish with its climax!
The following effect is one I have used for years as a finale to a routine of tricks using a stacked deck.

As you shuffle a deck of cards you ask three spectators to step forward to assist you. They stand in line to your left and facing the audience. The deck is now ribbon spread face down across the table, and the man on the far end of the line is requested to come over to the table, and pick out any card he likes and place it in his right side coat pocket. He is asked not to look at the card selected for the time being, and to step back and take his place in line.

You scoop up the deck, give it another shuffle and ribbon spread it across the table top again. The middle spectator now makes a selection, places his card in his right side coat pocket without looking at it, and steps back to his place in the line. The last spectator, the one nearest to you, does likewise.

At this point you explain, “No one living could know the identity of those cards you have in your pockets, nor do I pretend that I could name them either. However, I am going to try to name them with the assistance of one card in the deck, the ‘tattle tale’ card. I’m lucky enough to have discovered the language used by cards, as I shall show you. You know that in a small town everyone knows everything about everyone else. There is always one person who has little to do except keep watch on her neighbors. This applies to a pack of cards as well because they live so close together. You are skeptical?”

“In my deck the ____ of _______ is what some people call a snoopy person. It knows all about those who come and go.” As you say this, look through the deck and remove the card you named. Place the deck on the table and, holding the “tattle tale” card in your left hand, put it into the nearest person’s side coat pocket and hold it there for a moment. Then withdraw it and hold it up to your ear. Pretend to listen and then name the card in that person’s pocket. Ask him to remember the card you name for the time being.

Pass along to the middle person and repeat the same moves. When you name his card, ask him, “to remember that card!” Do the same with the last, or farthest person on the line, ending up by asking him to remember his card. Now turn to the audience, still with the “tattle tale” card in your hand and give it to another spectator as you say, “Keep this
as a souvenir. The ____ of ______ can tell you many things if you treat it right." Now turn back and ask the first person in line, "What did I tell you I heard from the ____ of ______?" He names a card, and is then asked to reach into his pocket and produce it, which he does. Each of the other two persons respond to your question in the same way and produce the very cards you named!

The general effect of this trick was invented by Charles T. Jordan who called it "The Sagacious Joker". There have been a number of variations of the trick as the years went by, but they all depended upon a force of one card, a top change, etc., and none of the variations made any pretense of routining the trick for presentation to fair to large size audiences.

Now my version, as described, was built primarily for audience participation and for club work. On parties I use it as a finale to a routine of stacked deck tricks (any arrangement you are accustomed to use.) The important part being that you line up the three spectators facing the audience, and standing to your left so that you can use their right side coat pockets. And while the first, or farthest man makes the first card selection, the middle man the next and the nearest man the last selection, you work back in reverse along the line using your left hand for the in-and-out-of-pocket operations. Thus there is no lost motion or confusion.

You shuffle the deck at all times. The first time it necessarily must be a false shuffle. When the first card is removed from the ribbon spread, you pick up the cards in groups, scoop them up so to speak, cutting the deck at the point where the selected card was removed. A glance at the bottom card of the pack as you start to overhand shuffle it will, of course, give you the name of the first selected card automatically. Just count one ahead in the arranged setup you are using, and you know his card.

The last two selections are fair, and you really give the deck an authentic overhand shuffle each time. Now go into your patter story and mention as your snoopy "tattle tale" card the one you know the farthest man in line has in his pocket. Look through the deck as you are talking, and make a real pretense of searching for it. Finally remove any card, memorize it, but don't show its face. Hold this card face down in your right hand, lay the deck aside with your left hand, and finally transfer the "tattle tale" card face down to your left hand.

Now turn to the nearest assistant, saying, "You don't know your card, do you?" Then plunge your left hand with the "tattle tale" card into his right side coat pocket. As you stand, your fingers must go between
the card in his pocket and his body. Release the card you are holding, and take hold of the one which is in his pocket. Lift your head, concentrate for a mental count of three, and then tell him the name of the card you just inserted in his pocket—its actual name, not the one you were pretending to hold. Withdraw the card you now have hold of without letting its face be seen. Step to the second person and plunge your left hand with this card into his right coat pocket. In this slight interval and short trip you glimpse the card you have just stolen from the first spectator's pocket. That one is named and left in the second person's pocket as you steal out the card he originally placed there. Repeat the same moves with the last and farthest fellow in line, finally bringing your hand out of his pocket with his originally selected card (the one you pretended to be using all along). Because of your maneuvering and acting you haven't shown the face of this card at all up to this point. Now, however, you turn it face up and hand it to one of the nearby spectators in the audience.

As a finale, the three men in line name the cards you told them they had, and they produce them one at a time!

A FUTILE LESSON

PAUL ROSINI

One of my favorite card tricks for many years is a spelling effect which uses a person from the audience without the usual "take a card" angle. It brings many laughs and makes the audience think you are an expert manipulator.

Only thirteen cards are used, Ace to King, all of them black except the 9 spot which is red. These are arranged from back to face as follows: 3,5,K,A,Q,10,9,2,8,7,J,6,4. Have these on top of your face down deck with the 3 spot as the top card. For ease in handling the packet may be bridged.

Ask a spectator up to assist you, and when he arrives give the deck a fancy shuffle and cut or two, pick off the top 13 set-up cards, toss the deck aside and say that you need only a few to teach him how to become an expert magician. Tell him that the cards respond to their spelled out names. Spell out A-C-E by putting a card from the top to the bottom of the packet for each letter. Turn up the next card. It's the Ace. Toss it away. Repeat the same moves for T-W-O, and then T-H-R-E-E.

Hand the packet to the spectator and he spells F-O-U-R, but turns up the red 9 spot. Take the cards from him, return the 9 spot to the bottom, and proceed to spell out F-O-U-R and turn up the next card
which is the 4 spot. He then tries to spell F-I-V-E, but turns up the red 9 spot again. You take the cards again, place the 9 spot on the bottom, and successfully spell out the five. He tries S-I-X, and gets the 9 spot again. You try it and get the six. Then you spell out S-E-V-E-N and, of course, you get it.

Now ask the lady to come up and help. Hand her the packet and she tries E-I-G-H-T and gets it. She also spells out N-I-N-E and T-E-N. As the nine spot goes out, you remark that you're glad that card won't bother anyone any more. The man now is allowed to try to spell out J-A-C-K but he misses, as usual, getting the King. Place the King on the bottom. You try J-A-C-K and get it. You give up now as you start to have him try the Queen, shake your head and say that it's of no use. Then you spell out Q-U-E-E-N and K-I-N-G. Excuse your helpers with a sad smile. “It just isn't in the cards, I guess, to make expert magicians out of you in one lesson.” (Note: As each card is spelled out correctly, discard it.)

THE SCARNE THOUGHT CARD

In most versions of the trick of finding a thought-of card, it is necessary to employ some adroit pumping and elimination. This version by the inimitable John Scarne is simplicity itself, and is accomplished quickly and surely with but little, if any, questioning. Try it a few times and see for yourself how perfect the effect is for laymen.

Prepare any deck by arranging ten cards of mixed suits, from Ace to ten spot, on top of the deck. The ten spot should be the tenth card from the top; and the top card, the Ace, should be a short card for ease of presentation.

Introduce the deck, and give it several dovetail shuffles without disturbing the ten cards stacked on top. Now undercut about half of the deck and throw on top. The left hand holds the pack up vertically and facing the audience, while the right fingers riffle the top edge of the deck from face towards back, asking the spectator to watch the cards and “think of one.” However, you actually force him to think of one of the stacked ten cards as follows:

When you cut the deck after shuffling it, you brought the ten stacked cards to a position approximately about fifteenth to twenty-fifth from the face of the deck. Thus when you now riffle them as described, you
let the first fifteen cards snap by rapidly as you ask the spectator to watch the cards. Just as you tell him to “think of one,” you reach the stacked packet, so at this point you let the cards snap by slowly and deliberately so that each may readily be seen. After these ten are run through, let the remainder of the cards snap by more rapidly as you ask if he has made a mental note of one of the cards he’s seen. It’s purely a matter of timing, and after a few trials you should have no difficulty in gauging the location of the ten stacked cards and the comparative speed in riffling through the deck from face to back.

Now lower your hands with the deck to about waist high, and ask him to be sure and keep his card in mind. As you ask this, cut the deck at the short card bringing the ten stacked cards to the top. and shuffle the deck retaining the stack on top. Place the deck on the table, and cut it into two piles. Offer the spectator a choice of one half, and interpret his selection so that you pick up the half with the ten stacked cards on top.

Now ask him to think of the number of spots on his mentally selected card and, as you deal cards one at a time onto the table, to count mentally along with your deal until that number is reached. At this point he is to stop you. When he stops you, lay that card to one side and ask him the name of his card. As he names it, turn over that card and it is the selected one! It has to be, of course, for as long as he thinks of one of the ten stacked cards—and he will without fail, if you work it with assurance—the trick must work, because the cards are stacked from one to ten.

**RESTLESS CARDS**

**TED ANNEMANN**

In this effect, you show two decks of cards—one has red backs, the other blue. From the red pack, a card is freely selected. You now take a bunch of about a dozen cards from this pack and have the selected card returned to this packet. A rubber band is placed around the packet and it is set in full view in a clip stand on the table.

The same procedure is then adopted with the blue backed pack. A card is chosen and replaced among a small group of a dozen cards from the blue pack. This blue packet is also fastened with a rubber band, and is then displayed in a second clip stand on the table, some distance from the red packet.

Taking the red packet, you remove a card and set it in front of the stand with its back to the audience. See illustration. This acts as a
marker to identify the red packet. Another elastic is snapped about the packet lengthwise, so that now an elastic band encircles it in both directions and it is replaced face outwards in its stand. The same procedure is now gone through with the blue packet. An identifying blue card is set in front of the stand, and the blue packet is doubly secured with a second elastic and set back in its stand. Thus it is impossible for you to remove another card from either packet.

Now comes the mystery. The two packets are taken, one in each hand, and are tapped together just prior to being tossed into the air. Each is caught as it descends and replaced in its proper stand. The red packet is now taken and handed to the person who chose the red card, and the blue packet is given to the person who selected the blue card. When they look through their packets they find one card with an opposite colored back. Thus the person with the red packet finds the selected blue card in his group; and the person with the blue packet finds the chosen red card in his!

![Diagram of card arrangement]

The method is both subtle and simple. The packs are arranged before hand as follows:—take a dozen red cards and add them to the bottom of the blue pack; and then add a dozen blue cards to the bottom of the red packet. Just above the packet of red cards have a "short" blue card; also have a "short" red card in the red deck just about the packet of blue cards. The bottom card of each bottom group of cards should be the same, say the Six of Diamonds. The two stands used are of the clip type as illustrated.
To present, the red backed deck is fanned without the bottom stock of blue cards being spread. A card is now selected. While it is being noted, riffle the rear of the pack with your right thumb until you reach the short card and take these thirteen cards as a group in your left hand. The top card of this group is the red card, while all the remainder, unknown to the audience, are blue backed. Lay the red deck to one side and have the chosen red card returned to the packet of cards you are holding. Just slide it into the center of this packet without exposing the backs of any of the cards below the top red card. Snap an elastic band around this packet and insert it, backs outwards, in one of the clip stands.

Now do exactly the same with the blue pack. Have a card selected, cut off the bottom group of red cards with the blue short on top, have the chosen card returned to this packet, snap an elastic band around it and place this packet, backs outwards, in the second clip stand.

Now turn both stands around so that the face cards are to the audience. Remove the first packet and, holding it with its face to the audience, slip out the red short card from the rear, and rest it back outwards against the first stand as a marker. Snap a second band around the packet, and set the packet, face outwards, back in its stand. Do exactly the same with the second packet, using the blue short card at the rear of this packet as your marker. Place this packet back in its stand with its face card to the audience. Thus, although everything appears fair to the audience, you actually have a blue backed packet identified by a red card; and a red backed packet identified by a blue card.

Now take both heaps, one in each hand and with their faces towards the audience, tap them together and toss them in the air simultaneously. This unexpected action prevents anyone from noting which packet is which. When the packets are caught, they are turned backs to the audience, the color of their backs supposedly identifying them. The one with the red back is now placed in the stand with the red marker; and the one with the blue back goes back into the stand with the blue marker. Actually, however, the switch has been accomplished, and so far as you are concerned the mechanics of the trick are over.

It simply remains for you to give the red packet to the man who chose the red card; and the blue packet to the man who chose the blue card. They take off the elastic bands and each finds a stranger card in his packet; and both of these cards prove to be the ones chosen by the opposite party.
Here's a neat variation of the card spelling trick with a neat twist that makes it completely baffling. The spectator is given a deck of cards and is instructed to count off a small packet of cards and place them in his pocket. You turn your back so as not to see the number of cards counted off. Now while your back is still turned, he counts off a second packet of a like number of cards, looks at the bottom card of this packet, shuffles it, and replaces the packet on top of the deck. You now turn around, ask him to replace the packet of cards he has in his pocket on top of the deck and then to name his selected card. When he does so, you have him spell out the name of his card by dealing off one card for each letter from the deck. He then turns over the next card . . . and it's the chosen one! And the best part of the trick, so far as you are concerned, is that it works entirely automatically.

A simple set-up is arranged in advance. Select all the cards that spell with twelve letters and place them on top of the deck. There are only fourteen of these in all—the 4-5-9-J-K of Hearts and Spades, and the 3-7-8-Q of Clubs. Mix these up a bit before placing them on the deck, remember the top card as a key card, and finally top the deck with four indifferent cards.

To perform, hand the deck to a spectator with the request that while your back is turned he is to count off any number of cards, from 5 to 10, into one pile on the table. You direct him to place these in his pocket for a moment, and then deal another pile of cards of the same amount. He is to pick up this second pile, look at and remember the bottom card, shuffle this packet and replace it on top of the deck. At this point you turn around, and pick up the deck by way of illustrating what you want him to do. Point out how impossible it is for you to know either the number of cards he has in his pocket, or the number counted. Explain that when you hand the deck back to him, he is to replace the packet of cards he has in his pocket on top of the deck, and then spell out the name of his card, dealing off one card for each letter. To make this perfectly clear, you illustrate by spelling out the name of the key card (the original top card of the stack) which you memorized. You deal one card at a time into a pile for each letter of your key card, and then turn over the next card on top of the deck as an example of what he is to do. (Spelling out the key card is a cute angle, for it
cannot be the selected card yet it enables you to reverse the order of 12 cards quickly and with certainty.) Having thus shown the spectator what he is to do, you replace your counted off packet on top of the deck and step aside. He picks up the deck and adds the packet of cards from his pocket to the top of the deck. He now names the card he selected, spells it out, and then turns over the next card—and it's his selected card!

As already mentioned the climax is entirely automatic as long as you follow the above routine. You never know the name of the selected card, nor the number of cards he has in his pocket; and the more the spectator tries to figure it out, the more baffled he becomes.

THE ULTRA FIND
TED ANNEMANN

I honestly believe that this is the most perfect and genuine of all locations. It is based upon the endless chain principle of a dovetail shuffle first introduced by Charles Jordan about 1919, although I believe the discovery of the principle really belonged to Arthur Finley. I'm sure all my readers are familiar with the principle which, to explain it briefly, operates as follows. Suppose you have one suit stacked from Ace to King on top of your deck. Now cutting the deck in half and dovetail shuffling the top half into the lower half results in your stacked suit retaining its original order in the shuffled deck, although each card in the stack may be separated from the next card in sequence by several odd cards. In other words, the chain or sequence of the cards is maintained. (For a full description of this principle and its many ramifications, see Jordan’s booklet, “Thirty Card Mysteries”.)

The location which I have named “The Ultra Find” is a simplification of the Jordan method. Take a deck now and separate the suits, arranging each from Ace to King reading from the face of the packets. Now assemble the packets so that they read from the face of the pack—Clubs, Hearts, Spades and Diamonds.

Now cut the deck a couple of times, and complete the cuts.
Next cut the deck in two parts (about even) and dovetail shuffle them together.
Give the deck a couple of more cuts, completing the cuts.
Cut into two parts, and dovetail shuffle again.
Complete another cut or two.
Now cut the deck into two piles.
Look at the top card of either pile. Put this card back into the center of its own pile.

Now dovetail shuffle the two piles.

And finish by cutting the deck, and completing the cut, once or twice more.

Could anyone expect you to find a card after that procedure? Well, Charlie Jordan did it by starting at the right hand card of the pack after it was spread face up on the table, and following the endless chain over and over, time after time, through the deck until he found one card out of place in relation to its original stacked position.

In my method, you need only to go through the deck once, starting at the right hand end of the spread, or fan. Put your finger on the first card at the right end. Whatever that may be, let your eyes move to the left along the spread and look for the card of the same suit next in order (one higher.) It shouldn't be far away. If you are pointing at the 4H, look for the 5H. If the KD, look for the Ace of the next suit in order, and then, after finding it, move your finger to the second card from the right end of the spread. Now look for the next card (one higher) of this suit. Continue in this manner, never missing a card as you continue moving your finger to the left. To the onlooker you are touching each card in order. A little practice and you can move along quite rapidly.

All at once you'll touch a card, and in looking further on you'll see, not the next card in the chain, but the one after that. You may be touching the 10S. Before you reach the JS you'll hit the QS. Something is undoubtedly askew. First, glance back to the right a bit and look for the Jack. If it is there, it is the selected card. If it isn't there, glance back to the left again until you find it. If it is found to the left beyond the Queen (and it must be beyond or it wouldn't be out of place) then the Queen is the right card.

This rule applies to any card in the deck that may be out of place. The best way to finish, after noting the right card, is to close up the deck, run through it and toss the card face down on the table. The spectator names his card, and then turns it up! The best way to practice, incidentally, is to pencil mark the back of the "selected" card but do not look at it during the shuffling and cutting. Later when you find the face up card you can verify it by the pencil mark on its back.

Those who try this out will swear by it. To the onlooker there is no answer, for he does all the mixing, cutting, selecting, and added mixing while your back is turned. There is no visible trickery! If you know
the factory arrangement of any certain brand of playing cards, you can have a new deck opened while your back is turned and the selection made. The method is sure fire, clean and decisive, and it has fooled some of the best brains in card magic. Try it!

TRICKS WITH SPECIAL DECKS

CRISS-CROSS

STEVE SIMPSON

In this cleverly routined effect you write a number and the name of a card on a piece of paper, without allowing anyone to see what you write, and then fold the paper and lay it in the center of the table. A spectator also secretly writes a number and the name of a card on a second slip, which is likewise folded and laid on the table. The deck of cards being used is dealt into two piles. Upon counting down in the two piles to the numbers chosen, your card is found to occupy a position corresponding to the spectator's freely chosen number in one pile, while the spectator's card is found in the other pile at the number you designated.

While most effects of this nature require a switch of the prediction slips, this one does not. And while some readers may stand aghast at the implement used to insure success, we can emphatically state that the presentation completely eliminates any thought of the weapon being used to bludgeon the senses of those watching. A most important point to lovers of subtleties is that after the trick is over one may proceed with any card problems you like that call for an ordinary pack of cards.

Method: A Svengali deck of 52 cards is used, the duplicate short cards being at positions 1, 3, 5, 7, etc. from the top of the deck. The alternate unprepared cards at the even numbers are, of course, all different. Such a pack may be cut indefinitely yet always leaves a short card on top.

You begin the presentation by announcing that you will write down a number between 1 and 26, and do so. (It is best to take one somewhere around 13.) You then say that you will note a card in the deck, so pick up the Svengali deck and riffle through it with the faces towards yourself. Stop anywhere, and note a card apparently. Then write on your prediction slip the name of the duplicate short cards in the deck. Now either fold your slip and lay it on the table, or just turn it over face down. The spectator is asked to write on his paper a number from 1 to 26. After he does this you pick up the deck. Hold it face towards the spectator in a vertical position, and riffle through
it a couple of times to show the cards all different—(but without saying so.) Then lower it to a horizontal position and ask the spectator to insert his finger in the deck as you riffle it once more. As he does this, you raise the upper part of the deck to a vertical position facing the spectator, and he is asked to note the card he sees and to write it on his paper below his written number. (Please note that the spectator gets a free choice of a card, and that no force is employed. He notes, of course, one of the indifferent cards.)

As he notes his card, you drop your left hand, which is holding the lower half of the deck, and secretly mark the short card on the top of this half with your finger nail, a crimp, or with daub. The top portion held in the right hand is now dropped on top of those in the left hand, and the cards are squared.

Now deal the deck into two piles, silently counting the cards in the "short" pile and noting the number at which the marked card falls. Subtracting this number from 28 will give you the position of the spectator's card in the other pile, counting from the top down. For instance, say that the position of the spectator's card is found to be 16th from the top. If you predicted the number 13 on your paper, you know that 3 cards must be transferred from the top to the bottom of the pile of ordinary cards in order to bring the spectator's card into place.

Stating that you do not know into which pile the spectator's card has fallen, you pick up the ordinary card pile, fan it in a vertical position facing the spectator, and ask him to state if his card is present. This gives you an opportunity to make a slight break below the top three cards (or whatever number is necessary to bring the chosen card to its proper place) and on closing the fan, make a simple cut transposing those cards to the bottom. Set the pile on the table.

Now pick up the other "short" pile, fan it towards yourself and say that your card is in this pile. Square it up and set the pile down again on the table.

The two papers are now opened and read, and the cards and numbers are noted. Pick up the pile of "short" cards and count down in that pile, from the top, to the number decided upon by the spectator. Lay this card to one side, face down. Now pick up the other pile and slowly count down to the number you have written, and lay the card occupying this position to one side. The remaining cards are gathered up and the two cards are turned face up. They are found to be the two chosen ones!

If you desire to continue with some other card effects, then let the
spectator count down in the “regular” pile and lay the card arrived at to one side. This is all the misdirection you need to switch the “short” pile of cards for another packet of 26 cards complimenting the ones the spectator is handling, so as to have a complete deck—except for one short card—at the completion of the trick. Needless to say the short card can then be put to good use.

THE FUTURE DECK

JACK VOSBURGH

In this stunning effect, the performer says he will write a prediction for any spectator present. Not having a piece of paper handy, he jots down a few words upon the face of one of the cards from his deck. This is tossed into the spectator’s hat and is not touched again by the performer. The remainder of the deck is ribbon spread face down across the top of the table, or floor, so that every card is exposed. The spectator points to any card, and this is a perfectly free choice. This card is picked up and dropped into the hat with the first card. When the spectator dumps the two cards out onto the table, it is found that the prediction written by the performer correctly names the card freely selected. The performer then proceeds with any other card tricks in his repertoire.

This trick is as near perfect as any card trick can be. Its secret is simplicity itself, and it would almost seem that everyone seeing it would immediately spot the method used. However, they don’t. A prepared deck is used, making the trick an excellent one for those who do but one or two card tricks in their routine.

Take the Ten of Clubs, for instance, and lay it aside temporarily. Now write “Ten of Clubs” on the face of each of the other 51 cards in the deck, writing in the upper left corner near the index, as illustrated. Place the Joker on the face of the deck, and the real Ten of Clubs on the top. Place the deck in its case and you are ready.

Take the cards from the case, fan them slightly with faces towards you, and remove the Joker saying you will not need it. Replace it in the card case. Give the deck an overhand shuffle, keeping the faces of the cards tilted away from the audience, and bring the Ten of Clubs from the top of the deck to the bottom. Now pretend to write a prediction on the upper left corner of this card with your pencil, not allowing the spectators to either see the face of the Ten of Clubs or what you
are pretending to write. Pick this card up and drop it, back outwards, into the spectator's hat.

Hold the deck face down in the left hand so that the written on ends are nearest your body. Fan the cards and let the spectators see the faces of them, indicating in this manner that the deck is well mixed. The writing on the cards is concealed at the lower and almost unfanned end by the left fingers. The illustration shows how the deck is fanned.

Next ribbon spread the deck face down in a semi-circle so that the back of each card is visible. Ask one of the spectators to point to any card, impressing on him that it is a perfectly free choice, and that he may change his mind if he likes. Pick up the card he points to and, without showing its face, drop it into the hat with your prediction card.

Scoop up the deck, fan it as before to show they are all different and remark that but one was selected. Have one of the spectators pick up the hat and dump out the two cards it contains. Have him read the prediction written on one of the two cards which, of course, reads "Ten of Clubs". The other card is the Ten of Clubs!

As the spectator reads the prediction and shows the Ten of Clubs, you drop the deck in your pocket and switch it for another matching deck which is minus the Ten of Clubs. This leaves you with a deck containing but one duplicate (the written on card) and this card may be left with the spectator as a souvenir. You're set now to carry on with your card tricks, watching out that the duplicate of the written on card does not show up prominently at any point in your later routine.
COMPLETE ROUTINES

THE OMEGA CARD ACT

TED ANNEMANN

The card routine given herewith is one which I honestly believe can revolutionize the presentation of card effects. Followed by many, such a practice undoubtedly would wreck havoc with tricks of classic origin. It's a case of condensing into a few minutes the various card effects which past masters have made separate features, and which lasted from five to fifteen minutes each. This presentation should not run over twelve minutes, and I sincerely offer it as a routine worthwhile.

When I titled this a "card act," I meant it in every sense of the word. It was conceived for the purpose of routining into ten minutes the classic card locations with each having its own presentation. Another objective was to build a complete and showy card act suitable for night clubs, and especially for those performers who have their half hour or hour of magic and want to introduce one trick with cards. It may well be termed an effort to produce an item which can be shown as a card location presentation to end all card locations—that is, as far as the audience in front is concerned.

Frankly only the tips, hints, wrinkles and asides are original, the five basic tricks having been picked up from here and there. However, my whole aim has been to combine the effects into one smooth and continuous working routine which, to any audience, will appear as something far different and mysterious than anything they have previously seen. The lack of apparatus is a vastly important feature. The audience sees you step forward with but a new pack of cards. The few outside objects used are obviously ordinary and can be borrowed. The rest of the apparatus, if it can be called that, is on your person without any discomfiture.

THE ROUTINE: The deck is given someone for a shuffle, and five people around the room are asked to choose cards in succession. Upon the return of these cards, you stand at the front of the stage and shuffle the deck. You now explain that to find the cards you must resort to different and varied methods, "for like people no two cards are of the same temperament nor do they excell in the same branches of business or hobbies. It is, therefore, necessary to locate them according to their own pursuits of happiness."

The deck is now placed into a stemmed goblet, following which you show a small embroidery hoop which you pass over the glass of cards several times, and finally toss aside. Incidentally, the hoop may be made
of rope like a quoit ring, and thus may be more easily carried in your pocket. However, you now pick up the goblet, set it on your outstretched hand, and ask the first person to name his card. Slowly and deliberately the named card rises. It is tossed out into the audience and the glass set aside.

You next insert the deck into its case and wrap it in your pocket handkerchief. The name of the second card is requested, and it is seen to penetrate both the handkerchief and the case. This card also is tossed into the audience, after which you unwrap the pack and remove it from its case.

The third person is asked to stand. As he does so you approach him, shuffling the cards, and ask him if he is certain that he knows his card. You then hand him the deck and request that he look through it and remove his card. As he does so, remove a double banded wallet from your pocket and toy with it, taking care to keep it well in view and at the very tips of your fingers. The spectator admits that he cannot find his card. He is asked to name it. You then very deliberately remove the elastic from around your wallet, and it is seen to be a three-fold type. The flaps open outwards, and inside, under the glassine card holder, is seen the chosen card. It is likewise removed and thrown out.

You now take back the deck and ask the fourth person to stand. He is given the deck and asked to shuffle it, while you remove from your pocket an ornamental dagger. This can be a decorative envelope opener, preferably in a sheath for appearance sake. You take back the deck in one hand, and ask him to accompany you to the stage where you place the deck face down on the table and have him spread them about. You now tie a handkerchief around your head, covering your eyes, and proceed to stab a card, although you don’t show it immediately. Ask him to name his card, and then dramatically raise the dagger to show the selected card with one hand, while you whip off the blindfold with the other.

Now assemble the cards and ask the fifth person to stand. Explain that ordinarily two decks would be used for the final effect, but that tonight one will have to suffice. As you say this, tear the deck into two halves and lay one half on the table. The other half you shuffle, after which you begin to deal them by dropping one piece at a time on the floor. The spectator is requested to call “Stop” at any time, and the half card at that point is placed, back outwards, and protruding from your breast pocket. The second half of the deck is handled in the same fashion and another half card is stopped at, as the spectator commands. The two half cards are held together so that the torn ends match, but
with their backs to the audience. The spectator names his card, and the two halves are turned over facing the audience, and are found to match and make the chosen card!

The routine is over, and the cards are gone! There has been no stalling, no duplication of effects, and each revelation has been a decisive one. I honestly believe this to be just about the best possible card routine for showmen who believe as I do, that the effect upon the audience is the thing.

As for the patter, people are different, and each reader will no doubt think of some pet effect he would rather substitute for each one in the routine as given. Whether this can be done with safety or not, I cannot say. It depends upon the individual performer's ability and his selection of tricks. Herein, I have made single use of the classic locations, none of which are complicated in their unfolding, and all of which appeal to the eye of the spectator. In short, my selections are elemental, and as such can be depended upon to entertain without confusion or boredom.

INITIAL PREPARATION: This consists of making a "short card" of one of the Aces, preferably the Ace of Clubs or Spades. Either can be seen and recognized instantly from a good distance. This card is made into a "short" by trimming a thin half moon from each narrow end. The cutting should start one-quarter inch from each side, and the half moon should not be more than one-sixteenth of an inch deep at the very center. Such a "short card" does not require tapping the deck to locate it, a mere squaring of the deck with the fingers being sufficient. It is easily located, too, by riffling the deck.

The other requisites will be mentioned as the separate effects are described and, after all is said and done, the necessary bits of preparations and adjuncts will be tabulated as a whole.

START OF THE ROUTINE: The deck is removed from its case and pretense is made of opening a new deck. The cards are fanned to show them in very uniform order, as usually received from the manufacturer, and the deck is handed to a spectator for a thorough mixing. After this, five people are approached for the selections. I suggest that it be done from left to right around the room. The revelations later will be in reverse order, that is, from right to left from your point of view, but these climaxes will be from the left to the right of the audience which is natural from their viewpoint.

Nearing the first person you rifflé and cut the deck a time or two, and bring the "short card" to the top. The first and second spectators have free choices of any cards from the center of the pack. Upon the
third person, though, is forced the top “short” card. I suggest for the force, and the technique of controlling the returned cards, the information contained in “Light on the Hindu Shuffle,” which appeared in “The Jinx” No. 56, page 398. This article covers forcing and the control of cards after their return by a method unsurpassed in modern cardology.

The fourth and fifth persons have a perfectly free selection of cards. Each in turn retains his selected card until after the fifth one has been chosen. Then you start back and have the five cards returned to the deck starting again with spectator number 1. If you use the aforementioned Hindu Shuffle method, the first person’s card is brought to the top on the shuffle and the near left hand corner is bent upwards and broken by the right thumb. This acts as a key card for easy location later.

The second and third cards are returned on top of the key card during the next shuffle through. Then the fourth and fifth cards are returned during the third shuffle through. This leaves the cards, from top of deck downwards, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, as replaced, and card No. 1 has the broken corner. Should you use any other method of control, just remember to bring the five cards to the top of the pack in the order designated. All the revelations will take place in that order from the top of the deck downward, the broken corner card being for the last effect. The forced “short” card upon its return is in the middle of the five, or third from the top. Naturally, you must know to whom each card belongs, and that is the reason we have emphasized the business of working from one side to the other in a regular order.

With the cards all under control on top of the deck, you step back to the stage all ready for the successive denouements.

**No. 1 — THE RISING CARD**

For this effect the audience may be as close as you like while the card is rising from the glass, for although a thread is used it is impossible for anyone to see it. Simplicity is paramount, especially since but one card is required to rise. A piece of black thread about six inches long is used, and two or three hard knots are tied at each end. One end, is coated with a small piece of wax. See illustration.

Stick the waxed end of the thread to the top right hand button of your evening coat, or to the most easily reached button of a single or double breasted suit. Let the other end hang down.

Hand the goblet to someone to examine (in the night club the spectator blows into the glass. A strong breath helps the subsequent
occurance!) and, while he does so, you secure the waxed end of the thread from the button and press it against the center of one end of the top card of the deck. Upon receiving the goblet drop the pack, with the waxed end of thread downwards, into the glass. The other end of the thread lies outside the goblet and is hidden by the cards. Set the glass on the table and pick up your hoop. To make the card rise, pick up the glass and, with the other hand, pass the hoop around it several times from different angles. Now hold the goblet between two fingers of one hand with the bowl of the goblet resting on your upturned palm, and pull down on the knotted end of the thread with the thumb of that hand. This move-

![Diagram of the card rise trick]

ment draws the card upwards. When nearly out of the pack, take the card with your free hand and toss it out into the audience, after the thumb digs off the waxed thread. Just drop the thread on the floor and everything remaining is unprepared. The illustration shows the necessary action.

**No. 2 — THE PENETRATING CARD**

The next top card belongs to the second spectator. When the cards are removed from the glass, the top card is slipped to the bottom or face of the deck. The case introduced and shown. It is of the flap variety and the deck is inserted with its back to the flap, as illustrated. Upon replacing the flap, it must be inserted between the bottom card
and the outside of the case. See Figure 1. In this condition the case is thrown onto the table with the notched side undermost, as the pocket handkerchief is removed and shown.

With the handkerchief held in your left hand, pick up the pack with your right hand so that the thumb hides the tell-tale portion of the bottom card visible through the notch. As soon as the handkerchief is thrown over the pack, the right thumb, which should be slightly moistened, draws the selected card three-quarters of its length out of the case, see Figure 2, while the left hand simultaneously lifts up the handkerchief from the bottom end of the case to show that the case is still there. The left hand then takes the case and withdraws it from under the handkerchief, Figure 3. The fold of the handkerchief which had been drawn back is allowed to fall down again, and the left hand places the case on the handkerchief on top of the upturned palm. This, of course, places the case directly above the palmed card, separated from it only by the thickness of the handkerchief.

The trick is now done. The part of the handkerchief nearest the audience is drawn back over the case, and the whole is lifted by the left hand with the left fingers pressing the palmed card through the cloth against the enclosed case. The palmed card, of course, being kept to the rear. If now the hanging portion of the handkerchief is slightly screwed up and held in the right hand, as illustrated, the case will hang down enclosed in the handkerchief, and the selected card will be behind the handkerchief and gripped in its rear folds. A slight shake imparted to the bundle will cause the card apparently to force its way through both the case and the handkerchief, and make
its appearance at the bottom of the bundle. By having the card at the bottom when placed into the case, it makes its appearance with its face towards the audience.

No. 3 — THE POCKETBOOK CARD

After tossing the second person's card out into the audience following its appearance as above, remove the case from the folds of the handkerchief and offhandedly show the handkerchief free of any holes or trap doors. Now remove the cards from the case, but leave the top card in the case and toss the latter onto the table. The card it contains is the third person's selection.

You have a three-fold wallet in your right coat pocket, and the center section of the wallet has a glassine window pocket usually used for identification cards. In this pocket, and facing outwards, is a duplicate of the forced "short" card. The flaps have been closed, and a heavy rubber band has been put around the wallet in each direction.

The third person stands, as have the others, and after admitting that he remembers his card he is given the deck and asked to find it by fanning the cards. Naturally, it isn't there! While he's looking, you reach into your pocket and bring out the wallet which you keep in full view, turning it over and over with your fingers. When the spectator says that his card is not in the deck, you ask the name of it, and then say it just had to be missing because you had that card in your possession all the time. Strip the rubber band off of the wallet with as much showmanship as possible, open the wallet towards the audience and let the card be seen under its protective transparent covering. The spectator who selected it removes his card himself.

No. 4 — THE IMPALED CARD

While the third spectator withdraws his card (the duplicate, of course) from your wallet, you take back the deck he has been holding. His looking through it while fanned does not disarrange the cards in any way, and the fourth person's card is still on top. The fourth person is now asked to stand, and you hand him a dagger which you take from your inside coat pocket. The left hand removes the dagger from your pocket, and while under the coat and out of sight takes the opportunity of getting a good smear of daub, from a daub pot attached to the edge of the pocket, on your thumb. After giving the dagger to the spectator, you bring your hands together and daub the center of each side edge of the top card of the pack which your right hand has been holding.

You now reclaim the dagger, and give the deck to the spectator for
a thorough shuffling. Take the deck back from him and, holding it high above your head, return to the stage with the spectator and spread the cards face down on the table. The daubed card, turned either way, will show up immediately among the others. The cards are not spread evenly from left to right, but pushed in all directions to make a truly mixed up mess. After the first spread, when the daubed card is spotted, it is kept in view and left somewhere about the middle of the spread. Now ostentatiously tie a handkerchief over your eyes in the usual manner which, of course, does not prevent you from seeing down the sides of your nose. Then perform the card tsabbing feat, building it up for all it's worth. Take off the blindfold with your left hand, ask for the name of the card. After it is acknowledged, it is either tossed away, or taken off by its selector.

No. 5 — THE TORN CARD

The cards are now gathered up, squared, and the deck handed to the fifth spectator who is asked to stand and shuffle them once more. This spectator's card was the first one returned, and has the bent corner. Therefore a thorough mixing of the deck has little affect upon its subsequent location.

Take back the deck and face everyone. Cut the deck a time or two, stating that you have but one deck and should have two. This interval allows cutting the broken corner card to the top, after which you tear the deck into two halves.

You had better take an old deck in hand while reading this. Square it as perfectly as possible, and grip it by one end with the right hand. The four fingers are all on the outside and within an inch of the end. The heel of the hand is on the opposite side of the same end of the deck. Now the left hand fingers are placed on the inside surface of the deck (side nearest your body) and next to the heel of the right hand, which is on the same side.

This position is attained by twisting the left hand over towards the body and not under towards the body. The heel of the left hand is therefore on the outside of the deck together with the right hand fingers.

The tearing of the deck is begun from the inside, the side nearest the body, and the pressure is on the heels of both hands which make the tearing effort against each other. Keep the deck squared by not releasing the pressure of the fingers. Don't let it slip. A firm and increasing pressure will start the separation. It may be necessary to regrip the deck for better leverage after tearing half way, but this only serves to make it easier from there on.
Contrary to belief, the tearing of a deck does not require strength at all. Merely a bit of leverage, properly used, does the trick for the weakest person.

Torn in half, one part of the deck is laid aside for the moment. The other half-pack is held outwards along the curved fingers and given an overhand shuffle. The curved fingers around and against the back of the cards holds the top card (selected one) in place while the others are shuffled fairly onto the face of the packet. The half-pack is turned face down and held in the left hand in dealing position. The left hand is now raised so that the cards are vertical, and the left thumb draws the top card down about a quarter of an inch where it is hidden by the fingers. The right fingers “second deal” the remaining cards of the packet right into the air, so to speak, so that they fall onto the floor. The spectator has been asked to call out “Stop” at any time, and you continue your dealing until he halts you. The left thumb immediately pushes up the top half-card until it is in alignment with the rest of the half-pack, and the left hand is lowered so that all may see that you take only the top half-card off the packet and place it, back outwards, in your breast coat pocket. Leave about 50% or more of it protruding. What is left of the undealt half-pack is tossed into the air to fall in a shower on the floor.

The other half of the deck is now picked up, and the same action is repeated, resulting in the forcing of the remaining half of the selected card. Discard the undealt portion of the half-pack as before, remove the half-card from your pocket, and match it up with the half-card you are holding in your right hand — backs outwards, of course. The last spectator is asked to name his card, and the two pieces are turned around to reveal the card for your grand climax. Thus ends this twelve minute super routine with a deck of cards.

REQUISITES: A table at center stage.

One stemmed goblet.
An embroidery hoop, or a rope quoit hoop.
A new deck in a case of the flap type, with one card a “short card” cut to specifications.
One duplicate of this “short card” incased in a three-fold wallet under the center glassine section, and facing outwards. The wallet bound with one or more rubber bands.
A length of six inch thread knotted at both ends and waxed at one. The waxed end is attached to a convenient coat button.
A breast pocket handkerchief at least 18” square.
An ornamental dagger, or flashy envelope opener in your inside coat pocket.
Either one container of card daub pinned to the top of your inside coat pocket, or powdered graphite rubbed into the edge of the left coat sleeve where a smear of it may easily be gotten onto the right thumb, or vice versa on the right sleeve for use by the left thumb.

FIVE FINDO

TED ANNEMANN

I evolved the following routine some years ago and it has stood me in good stead. There is the desired clean cut difference between each of the five locations, plus valuable audience participation.

In effect, a deck, which may be a borrowed one, is used. Five persons each select cards, note them and return them to the deck. You can patter to the effect that different personalities require different technicalities of mystery, and that the modern card sharp must be prepared to analyse his opponents and be able to put to instant use that particular system which will insure success. Now each of the five assistants step up from the audience, one at a time, and his or her card is found in an entirely different and novel manner. That’s all there is to it, but it’s a winner!

It would be well at this point if you will take your deck in hand and follow the moves as I outline them.

The cards are selected, noted, and returned to the deck where you get them on top, and mentally designate them from the top card down as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. They will be located in that order, and it is preferable that the top card, or number 1, be one that was selected by a lady. Use any method you like to get the five cards on top of the deck. I have found the Hindu Shuffle excellent for this. At other times I would merely nail nick the upper left edge of the top card after the selections were made, cut it near to the center of the pack, and then fan the deck at this point for the return of each card under the edge nicked key card. The remark, “Just drop it in the deck somewhere, it doesn’t really matter where for I’m not going to find them. Your own personalities will do the trick,” always seemed to keep people from getting fancy on returning the cards. Now step back to the stage, and cut the key card to the bottom, which automatically leaves the five chosen cards on top of the deck. The locations now start with the last person who returned a card, and follow in sequence down to the first card selected.
No. 1 — CARD AT ANY NUMBER

At this point you dovetail shuffle the deck a couple of times, and during the riffling add seven cards on top of the deck above the set of five. Ask the lady (she was the last person selecting a card) to step up beside you and name a number from 1 to 10. You are holding the deck face down on your outstretched left hand, but as she takes her place you secure a finger break with the left little finger under the top two cards. This sets you for numbers 5, 6, 7, and 8. If 5, you deal and count cards onto her hand. The first two go on as 1, followed by single cards as 2, 3, 4 and 5. You then point at the top card of the deck and ask her to name her selected card. She does so, and you double lift the top two cards and show her card. Thank her at this point and, as she returns to her seat, you turn the two cards face down on the deck and then shift them to the bottom. The cards she had been holding are also placed on the bottom of the deck.

(For the other numbers she might have named, proceed as follows: If the number is 6, make the first count a double deal as already mentioned, then count off the cards onto her hand, one at a time, and allow her to turn up the top card remaining on the deck herself. If 7, do it fairly throughout, and she turns over the next card. If 8, it is a fair count throughout and the 8th card is turned up. You may have perfect confidence in these four numbers because when 4 or less is called you merely say, “It should be a more difficult one”, and say nothing more. You’ll get a good number.)

No. 2 — “YOU COUNT ’EM”

Finishing this, the four remaining selected cards are on top of the deck. The next person steps forward as the lady returns to her seat. He stands at your left side. Hand the deck to him and ask him to deal the cards face down, one at a time, onto your left hand. When he gets to the fourth card, add, “And you may stop dealing at any time you like. It’s entirely up to you.” You hold the cards counted in your left hand as though for dealing. He stops! Your left thumb pushes the last card dealt (the top one) off the right edge of the packet you are holding, your right hand picks it up by its right side and, without showing the card it is shaken a bit to draw attention to it as you say, “This is as far as you want to go?” At the tail end of this query the card is carelessly dropped back on top of the left hand packet; you are looking directly at the spectator as you do so, and your left thumb goes across the top of the
packet to meet the second finger of the same hand on the right side of
the cards. This second finger pushes out the bottom card a trifle and as
spectator replies, and while you still are looking at him, the right hand
comes over and takes the bottom card, as illustrated, while the left hand
moves away in an open gesture to the spectator as you say, “Then tell every­
body what card you looked at.” The right hand moves to an outstretched position to
your right and, as he names his card, you turn your head to look at the card
you are holding while the right fingers
slowly turn the card to face the audience. Let the fingers do all the
work, do not move either your hand or your right arm. Every move given
is important, and the timing will make or break the trick. Remember, you
are not trying to be clever. You are fooling an audience!

All cards dealt on your left hand are now replaced on the bottom
of the deck. This leaves the three remaining selections in reverse order on
the bottom of the deck, with the third person’s card on the very bottom.

No. 3 — CARD FINDER

Ask the third person to step forward and hand him the top card
of the deck saying, “Is this the card you took, sir?” He says it is not,
so you continue, “I’m glad it isn’t for if it were right you might think
I was deceiving you with card tricks. You appear to be a difficult person
to judge or figure out. I’m afraid to contend with a perfect poker face,
so we’ll leave it all to chance this time. Use the card you are holding
as an indicator and just push it into the deck anywhere you like. Keep
its back towards you.”

While talking, you have cut the deck at about 15 cards from the
bottom, completed the cut, and now hold a little finger break at that
spot. As the spectator inserts the indicator card, see to it that it only
goes into the deck about half way, and also that it goes below the
break you are holding. With your right fingers move the indicator card
around so that it is at right angles to the pack, and at one end, if it
is not already in this position. Say, “You admit this is a chance guess,
but that you will abide by it?” As you set the indicator card in position,
tilt the deck so that it is upright, and retain that position. Simultaneously
your right thumb pushes all the cards above the break, as a group, up
about a half inch onto the back of the indicator card. (This is the
same move as described elsewhere in this book in the trick entitled
"A Card In Flight".) The spectator now names his card. Your right hand grasps the indicator card and the packet of cards resting on it, the fingers resting against the face of the indicator and the right thumb pressing on the top edge of the packet of cards, and the hands are separated slowly. The indicator card now rests against the face of the bottom card of the right hand packet which, of course, is the third selected card! Show it, have it acknowledged, and dismiss the third spectator with thanks.

No. 4 — "STOP"

Now invite the fourth spectator to step forward. As he does so, replace the right hand packet of cards onto the bottom of the deck, slip off the indicator card and the third person's card and casually replace these on top of the deck. Thus you again have the last two selected cards on the bottom of the deck, the very bottom one of which is the fourth person's card.

This spectator is asked to stand at your right as you cut the deck, this time at the center, complete the cut and once more hold a break. (You had better follow this with the cards in your hands.) Hold the break at the lower right corner with the left little finger, the left thumb being free to riffle, from back to face, the upper left corners. The left forefinger should be bent in and supporting the deck from below. Now hold your left hand to your left at arm's length and as high as possible, turning your hand so that the corner being riffled faces the audience.

Tell the spectator that you will use no numbers or guesses. He is merely to think of his card, watch you riffle slowly through the pack several times and, when he feels an uncomfortable urge, say, "Stop". Now you riffle the deck several times and stop at the point he indicates. Without any further movement of arm or hand, you turn your head towards him saying, "Are you sure that was a real urge? You may try again if you wish. It's up to you." When he is satisfied, the left hand comes down in front of you with a swing and tipped forward so that the backs of the cards are facing the audience. Bring your right hand over and lift off the top packet, thumb at rear and fingers at front, and carry it back to the right again immediately so that you are holding it in front of the spectator. He now names his card and you slowly turn the pack over face up and reveal his card on the bottom of the packet. Simple? Terrifically so. Everything is fair except the pick off at the finish. The right thumb actually picks off the packet above the break held by the left little finger, regardless of the break
being held at the front of the deck by the left thumb. The position of
the pack and the handling absolutely prevents even one “in the know”
from seeing what goes on. (This is the same force as used in “Card in
High.”)

No. 5 — “THE SPELLER”

As the fourth gentleman takes his place, the cut off packet in the
right hand is replaced on the bottom of the deck, and the card just
located is removed and pushed into the center of the pack. The last
person’s card is now on the bottom of the deck, but do not allow this
to be seen. While the fifth spectator is coming up to join you, overhand
shuffle the deck, noting the bottom card, and shuffling it to the top.
Hold a little finger break below the second card from the top of the deck.

Say to the spectator, “I am sorry, but it’s necessary to ask a question.
Was your card a black one?” You name the opposite color to what you
know it to be. The answer, of course, is “No.” Continue, “In fact I’m
against a stone wall. It will be necessary to let the card find itself, for
my not knowing it prevents a psychological discovery such as I would
like to show. Will you see that your card is still among the others as
I fan through the deck?” The break below the second card allows these
two to be kept together as you fan through the pack with the faces
of the cards towards the spectator. He does not see his card, but, silently
spelling the first (really two) card with two letters, you slowly fan the
cards spelling out the top card’s name as you do so. When you arrive
at the last letter, let the right forefinger rest on this card in front, and
keep on fanning against the forefinger. And, as you continue through
the deck, the right thumb behind the deck pushes the top card over
towards the left behind the fan. As you near the end of the deck, ask
if he has seen his card. You know the answer will be “No,” but as
you ask the question, the right forefinger pushes back a little to open
the fan, the left thumb reaches over and pulls the selected card further
to the left, and the portion above the first finger is dropped back onto
the chosen card. Thus the chosen card is now in position to be spelled out.

Square up the deck at this point and hand it directly to the spectator
with the request that he fan through it and look for his card again.
He does so, and announces that he has found it. Ask him to square up
the deck, hold it face down, and name his card aloud. He then is asked
to deal one card at a time from the top of the deck as you spell out
the name of the card, letter by letter. On the last letter you stop him,
and have him turn over his own card for the climax!

An alternate finish is to use the spectator’s first and last names
for the spelling location rather than the name of the chosen card. This subtle way of building for the spelling is open to many variations. It is my application of a principle used in an old Jordan effect for an entirely different purpose.

So there you have it. I dislike long explanations but in this case it couldn't be helped were I to do justice to the routine. I haven't padded with a single word unless this last paragraph might be construed as unnecessary. I do know that John Hilliard wanted this routine for his book, "Greater Magic," but over the years we just never got around to making the necessary notes.

---

FORCES AND IMPROVEMENTS

ONE HAND CARD FORCE
TED ANNEMANN

This force is an honest to goodness pet of mine and one that I have used constantly for several years. It's a combination of two well known principles, but I have eliminated the faults of each as I think you'll agree when you try it. You'll find it particularly useful when you are standing in front of an audience and have a volunteer assisting you. You are both facing the audience, and the assistant is standing on your right. The card to be forced is either on top of the deck, or on the bottom.

Bring forth the deck and give it a thorough shuffle, controlling the force card so that at the completion of the shuffle you have brought it to the bottom, and face to face with the bottom card. There are various methods for accomplishing this, one or more of which I'm sure you know. However, the force card is now reversed on the bottom of the deck, and you are holding the deck face down in your left hand. You can give it a dovetail shuffle at this point without revealing the reversed card.

Tell the spectator that a card is to be selected but that neither he nor you will see anything that is done. Put your left hand behind your back, and ask him to reach behind your back with his left hand and cut a bunch of cards off the deck. He can't see what he is doing, but he feels the deck and cuts off any number of cards as requested. As he brings them forward you say, "You know how impossible it is for me to know how many cards you have cut off. Now kindly reach back again and take the next card for yourself." While saying this, you simply turn over the packet of cards behind your back so that the reversed bottom card is now the top card of the packet, and he reaches behind your back and draws this card. As soon as he takes it, you turn the
packet over again, bring it forward and toss it on the table. The whole maneuver is executed with one hand, and there isn’t any elbow motion to give you away, nor is there any time lost. The turning of the packet with one hand is very simple. The left thumb merely tilts the packet over onto the fingers, whereupon the thumb and fingers take a new hold on it and the feat is accomplished.

FORCING WITH A DIE
TED ANNEMANN and CLEMENT DeLION

In my book, “202 Methods of Forcing,” I described a method of forcing the second card in a row of four cards by casting a die, and using the number turned up by counting to the force card in the row. It is easy for you to end your count on the second card from the left of the row whenever a 2, 3, 5 or 6 turns up on the die. Just start your count from one end of the row, or the other, counting through the row and back again as required. Thus for 2 you would start your count at the left end; for 3, from the right end, etc.

However, the numbers 1 and 4 were stumbling blocks, and it was recommended that when either of these numbers turned up you tell the spectator to cast again just to prove to everyone that the die is not loaded. This was a lame excuse at best, and there was always the chance that the 1 or 4 might turn up again on the second roll.

To overcome this weak point, Mr. Clement de Lion has found the answer. When the 1 or 4 turns up merely say, “We will use the hidden number. Please lift up the die and see what is on the under side.” It has to be a 6 or a 3.

If you use this once, you’ll use it a lot. The novelty of it appeals to men particularly, and, in so far as the die may be any unprepared one, use one furnished by the audience whenever possible.

ADDENDA

IT GOES THIS WAY
ANNEMANN’S IMPROVEMENT ON THE ONE-WAY BACK PRINCIPLE

Performing with a one-way deck has a drawback that doesn’t seem to have occurred to many performers, but which is apparent to the watchers after a trick or two. When a performer makes use of the one-
way back principle he must always maneuver so that the backs can be watched. That's elementary! But I have yet to find a card man using this principle who doesn't make apparent his scrutiny of the backs in watching for a card to show up. This undue scrutiny is what registers every time, and don't think it doesn't! Although the spectator may not know anything about it all before or after, he does know or realize that the backs of the cards have been watched. There are several well known reverse back decks on the market, the League Backs being probably the easiest and fastest to work with.

To get away from depending entirely on the backs themselves, I have devised a method for marking the face of the cards so that the cards are one-way faces in combination with the one-way backs. Consequently you can use the back design at will, but whenever it is necessary to pick out a single chosen card you can fan through the face up deck and find it as easily as from the back. Thus you have a double-barrelled asset at hand that may be used for dozens of tricks.

A needle or pin is the only tool necessary, and with it you scratch mark the suit indicators as illustrated. The Spades and Clubs are separated from their standards as shown. The center dip of the Heart is lengthened, and the bottom point of the Diamond is scraped off a trifle. Thus it should be obvious that any one card reversed end for end when being put back in the deck is bound to show up like a sore thumb. Always hold the deck face towards you with the unprepared indices at the top, and simply fan the cards. The one reversed scratched card will show up immediately.

That's the entire secret of this face and back one-way deck, and I'm revealing it for a good reason. My aim in writing it up is to help improve where I can, and to point out faults that others seem to be unaware of. If I can fool magicians with a subtle principle like this, you can do the same. And if you can fool magicians you won't have much trouble fooling laymen as long as you don't lose yourself in technicalities and get away from simplicity and direct action.

Editor's note: — Paul Curry in a recent issue of "The Phoenix"
made reference to the above Annemann idea of scratch marking the pip in the index corner so as to distinguish it from the unmarked index pip at the opposite end. He suggested that its use was particularly valuable in tricks of a mental nature wherein you should be looking at the face of the cards. He recommended carrying the idea further and using one of the current bridge decks having a very obvious one way back. With such a deck in hand, turn half of the cards so that their backs are in opposite directions, and then go to work with your needle on the faces of all the cards. The resulting mixed condition of the backs will then rule out any possibility of “one way” to those in the know.